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CHAPTER I v--n-ii ...
INTRODUCTION
In all branches of the Armed Forces, the subject of training
occupies a position of primary importance. During periods of nation-
al emergency, every menaber must be given as thorough an indoctrin-
ation as possible prior to being sent into an active area of combat, in
the art of warfare and the equipment which he will be required to
use in carrying out his duties. To send personnel into combat without
training is futile and a complete waste of nnanpower. Only in case of
a last ditch defense of home and homeland shoiild such a procedure
be considered. The quantity, and to a great extent, the quality of
training given each individual is dependent upon the conditions exist -
ing at the timic it is given. At all times the maximum amount of train-
ing of the best possible quality, comxnensurate with the time available,
must be given each individual.
During peace time, or rather during periods when a state of
national emergency does not exist, training becomes a major reason
for the existence of the Armed Forces. Each brauxch must continuously
I

train its personnel to meet the exigencies of any national emergency
that might arise. The personnel thus trained form the nucleus about
which the forces that arc mobilized to meet the emergency must be
organized . Thus it should be apparent that training is of vital im-
portance to all branches of the Armed Forces at all times.
To the Navy, one branch of the Armed Forces, training is
of even greater innportance than it is to the other branches, since its
very existence in daily operations is dependent on the state of train-
ing of its officers and men. To operate a single vessel at sea re-
quires men who are thoroughly trained in navigation, steam engines,
diesel engines, electricity and electronics, radio and communications,
refrigeration, cooking, baking, barbering, plumbing and even launder-
ing. A ship must be a self- sustained unit, a virtual city in itself, in
order to exist at sea. Every member of the crew of a ship must be
trained to carry out his part of the work necessary to maintain the
ship in operation. Since there is a continuous turnover due to expir-
ation of enlistment, advancement in rating and the transfer and receipt
of personnel, each individual must be undergoing training continuously.
As a result, we find that seamen and firemen are being simultauieously
supervised and trained by petty officers, petty officers by Chief Petty




are being supervised and trained by the senior commissioned Officers,
senior commissioned C^ficers by the Executive Officer, and the Exec-
utive OlKicer by the Commanding Officer. Even the Co;nmanding
Officer is under training for higher command. Every in^vidual
in an operating unit of the fleet is under a continuous state of training.
As time passes and civUiasation advances, the equipment,
machinery and armaxnent necessary to conduct modern warfare becomes
more highly technical. To keep pace with this rapid scientific and
technical development, it is necessary that a continuous highly tech-
nical training program be carried out for the personnel who must op-
erate the equipment. In the past, with comparatively simple equipment,
the greater part of this training could be conducted on-the-job. However,
with the extrexnely complex nature of modem equipment, it is almost im -
perative that this technical training be given in schools. Formal schools
are capable of instructing personnel in the use of the most modern
equipment, by the most advanced methods due to the type of instructors
used, Uie availability of equipment for instruction purposes, and the
more ideal conditions for instruction wi^out interference from oper-
ational requirements.
It is the express purpose of the Navy Enlisted Training Plan
to train a sufficient number of men to n\eet the needs of the operating
4
iinits of the fleet and the shore establishment for technical personnel.
At the same tinne, it is necessary to hold the training to the nninimum
necessary to meet those requirements, due to budgetary limitations
established within the Department of Defense, under the current
Appropriation Act of Congress. To train more men than are required
to meet the needs of the naval service is considered a misuse of govern-
ment funds which is not tolerated by the governnnent.
The value of a sound, thorough enlisted training program
cannot be doubted. It is of vital importance, not only to the naval
service, but to the national defense of the United States. However,
such a program is costly in both direct and indirect expenses. Any
steps which can be taJken to imiprove the quality of training, or de
crease the costs of training, in either money, time cr manpower,
without reducing the quality of instruction, are worthy of study. It
is with this idea in view that a study and evaluation of the Navy En
listed Training Program will be presented.

CHAPTER n
• NAVY ENLISTED TRAINING PROGRAM _
The Navy Enlisted Training Program is devised to meet the
requirements of the Naval Establishment for training of enlisted per-
sonnel in the basic fundamentals of their rating or in the rating for
which each individual is considered best fitted. It consists of Re-
cruit Training, Airman School Training, Service School Training,
Functional. Training and "in-service" or "on -the-^job" training.
Recruit Training, as stated in the Bureau of Naval Personnel
Manual, is designed to instruct all newly enlisted men and women
in naval duties and customs in such a manner as to effect a sniooth
transition from the civilian life, to which they have been accustomed,
to the new Navy life to which they must become accustonied.
The Aviation School of Fundamentals is designed to instruct
all aviation recruit gratuates (airmen) in the fiindamentals of aviation,
1




at the preparatory or basic training level.
Service School Training is designed to instruct selected en-
listed personnel in the fundamental duties of various ratings through
the media of service schools. Class A schools, which will be re-
ferred to throughout this discussion, are designed to cover the ground
work for general service ratings. The curricula for Class A schools
Include all of the technical qualifications required for petty officers,
third and second class. The length of courses for Class A schools
4
varies from 9 to 44 weeks.
Functional Training Schools arc designed for the training of
5
enlisted personnel, as well as officers, in certain specialities.
Since it is the intent of this study to consider only enlisted training,
these schools will not be included in this discussion.
"j&i-service" or "on-the-job" training is, as the name implies,
training in the duties required of the individual, while that individual
is actual^ at work pcrfornaing those duties. It is designed to train
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And concurrently to train them for the performance of more advanced
duties that will be required of them in their next higher rating. Due
to the limited space on board a naval vessel, where men are confined
to the limits of the ship for long periods of time while the ship is at
sea, this type of training is particularly suitable. "In-service"
training is therefore employed to the maximum degree in the naval
service. The value of this type of training is well recognized^ autxd
though it will be referred to in this study, it will not be discussed in
detail.
Prior to making a study or evaluation of the training program,
as a whole, it is considered desirable to study each of the training
schools listed above. A brief description of each of the groups of
training schools will be given in the following paragraphs. At the same
tim^e, the part played by each group, in the over -all training program
will be discussed. Special emphasis will be placed on Recruit Train-
ing, Airman School, and the selection of enlisted personnel for Service
School Training. It is believed that it is specifically within this area
where improvement in the training program and a reduction in the over-
all costs in money, time and manpower can be effected without reduction
in the quality of the instruction.

RECRUIT TRAINING
Recruit training is given to each new recruit who enters the
naval service for the first time. It is considered the most important
training that is given in the Navy, because it is during this training
that each individual recruit receives his first impressions of the
Navy. Such impressions are likely to be lasting ones. Recruit Train-
ing is standardized to the greatest extent practicable for all branches
of the Armicd Forces. The period of time allocated to Recruit Train-
ing by the various branches of the Armed Forces varies slightly with-
in each branch. However, the quantity, and to a great extent, the
type of training given by each branch is fundamentally similar.
Each individual entering the naval service is required to com-
plete the recruit training unless he has had previous service in another
branch of the Armed Forces. This training is considered necessary
in order to accomplish the transition from civilian to military life.
All recruits must be prepared mentally and physically for usefulness
in operating \xnits of the Naval Establishment. The manner in which
this preparation is accomplished has a lasting effect, not only upon
the men but on tiie Navy as a whole, for from these men will come the
petty officers, warrant officers and many of the commissioned officers
of the future. The kind of a start these men get, the attitudes toward
•. 4
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themselves and the Navy that are developed, the fundamental know-
ledge and iinder standing with which they must be equipped, are of such
importance that recruit training cannot be over emphasized.
The objectives of recruit training, as stated in the publica-
7
tion entitled "Curriculum for Recruit Training", are as follows:
1. "To effect a smooth transition from civilian to Navy
life.
2. To develop observance of naval customs and traditions,
appreciation of naval history, and obedience to naval
discipline based on knowledge and understanding as well as
by rule and regulation.
3. To provide sufficient knowledge and skill in seaman-
ship, ordnance and gunnery, small arms, fire fighting,
and other navsJ subjects, and to attain a degree of physical
fitness that will enable the recruit to be of early useful-
ness to his ship.
4. To promote high standards of responsibility, conduct,
manners and morale.
5. To develop an understanding of the importance of team-
work, and the responsibility of a Navy man to his shipnaates
and his ship.
6. To inculcate an understanding and appreciation of the
fxindamental workings of democracy, and the Navy's place
in our democracy, and the American way of life.
7. To develop within the individual an understanding of
his status in and importance to the Navy --a sense of be-
Burcau of Naval Personnel, NAVPERS 90103, Curriculum for
Recruit Training, Dec. 1947, p. 1, par. 1.
7
Ibid.
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longing, of being needed; to develop on the part of the in-
dividual a deaire for self-improvement and advancement;
to promote the dignity and integrity of the individual; to
develop pride in self and pride in the Navy. "
The curriculum currently in use devotes considerable time and
effort to such topics as Citizenship, Naval history. Naval Customs
and Courtesies and the Code of Justice recently adopted by Congress
for the Armed Forces. This is done in order that each recruit will
xinderstand the "whys" behind the Navy way of doing things. It is be-
lieved that by this method he will have more of a sense of belonging,
of being part of the Navy; and he will be more likely to make a ready
adjustment to the Navy life and its demands upon him. While the re-
cruit must learn to conform, to the Navy pattern, observe its customs
and traditions, and fitftnto its discipline, within these boundaries he
remains an individual. As an individual, he must be trained to think,
act, and respond to his own initiative. Therein lies his great value
as a fighting man. This value takes on additional meaning when the
individual learns to act and think as a member of a teann. Recruit
training, then, strives to Inculcate in the individual a feeling of respon-
sibility to his shipmates -- those officers and men who are the other
8
members of the teami of which he is an integral part.
8
Ibid.
, p. 1, par. 2

uWhile considerable emphasis is i^aced on the recruit indoc-
trination described above, there is, at the satne titne, a great amount
of time spent on naval subjects. It has always been* and is now, the
primary function of recruit training to prepare men for life at sea.
When l^ey report on board a ship they xnust have a true concept of vt^bat
life at sea is like, and they must possess certain fundamental knoxidedge
and skills that will enable them to carry out their assignments aboard
ship. Fundamentals of sesfnanship, ordnance and g\innery, Are fight-
ing, stnall anns, physical fitness, swimming, and sea survival are
9
all important parts of the training of recruits.
The standard over -all length of Hecruit Training is fourteen
weeks. Oi tiixese, ten weeks are devoted to the regular training of
recruits; one week, or its equivalent, to services (mess cooking,
work details, watches, etc.); two weeks to recruit leave; and one
week to the retraining period and processing out. At the present time,
due to the Koream crisis, the leave period and the retraining period
have been eliminated. Thus, the current over all length of Recruit
Training is eleven weeks, one of which is devoted to services.
9
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The current curriculum given in Recruit Training is included
as Part I of the Appendix.
AVIATION SCHOOL OF FUNDAMENTALS
AIRMAN SCHOOL
The Aviation School of Fundamentals, frequently called the
Airnnan School, Is a preparatory school. Although it is included among
11
the Service Schools, it is in reality an advanced Recruit Training
School for graduate recruits who have been selected for naval aviation
duty. It is designed to train newly graduated recruits and non-rated
personnel in the basic fundamentals of naval aviation. It prepares
personnel for technical aviation training in aviation Class A Schools.
It also furnishes an opportunity for additional classification tests
along with close observation in actual shop work. The selection of
personnel for aviation technicad training is, as a result, much more
thorough than in Recruit Training.
The Airman School is eight weeks in length, during which time
a total of 320 hours of actual instruction are given each Airman. The
^^Op. Cit. . Article D-2301 (a), p. 289.
"tXUO fffi.
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current policy of the Navy is that each individual selected for aviation
duties is required to complete the Airman School, and the aviation
technical school. Class A, for which he is considered best fitted.
The objective of this school, as stated in the Curriculum
Outline for Airm&n School '^^ is as follows:
li
"To provide non- rated naval personnel with,
(1) knowledge and skills basic to naval aviation in order to
prepare trainees for entrance to Class "A" Schools;
(2) information and practical factors necessary to complete
the qualifications for Airmen;
(3) general knowledge of each aviation rate in order that
they may choose a rate for which they are interested
and for which they are qualified; and
(4) proper counselling and assignment to Class "A" Schools,
in accordance with needs of the Navy and the ability and
adaptability of the individxial. "
13
In order to complete the above objectives, the trainees must:
"(1) Be familiar with basic Mathematics.
(2) Be familiar with basic Physics.
(3) Be familiar with basic Layout and Blueprint reading.
(4) Be familiar with the use of common hand tools.
(5) Be familiar with the basic practices of Aircraft
Fire Fighting.
12
Chief, NavaJL Air Technical Training Connmand Lietter, Serial
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(6) Be familllar with survival procedures and use of survival
equipment,
(7) Have a general knowledge of aircraft in order t > safely
perform duties that arc normally expected of Airmen.
(8) Have a general knowledge of the duties of each aviation
rate.
''
(9) Have a general knowledge of the equipment and use of
equipment in each aviation rate.
(10) Check out in all Practical Factors for Airmen. "
14
The current Curricxilum for the Airman School, is includ-
ed as Part II of the Appendix.
SERVICE SCHOOLS
CLASS A
Service Schools, Class A, arc designed to convey to those
assigned to them the groundwork for general service ratings. The
curricula for these schools include all of the technical qualifications
that arc required for second and third class petty officers. Initially,
Service Schools were established for the few highly technical ratings
and skills which were considered beyond the capabilities of on-the-job
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in the type of work covered by the school, on board ship for a period
of at least one year and had demonstrated their aptitude sufficiently
to warrant school training. The only requirements of candidates for
such schools were oiryear minimum service, a clean record and Uie
recommendation of the Conunanding Officer.
If an enlisted man wanted to make the service his career it
was highly advantageous for him to attend the service school appro-
priate to his racing. Prior to v/orld War U, the quotas for service
schools were very low due to limited af^ropriiMtioas. As a result,
few people were sent to service schools. At the same time, and for
the same reason, promoticms in the naval service were very slow.
With the rapid expansion of the Navy in 1941-42, it was
recognized that it would be an absolute necessity that a greatily in-
creased number of men be trained in schools to meet the technical re-
qulrements of the operating units. Tin&e was not available on board
ship to conduct on-the-job training. ^ Service schools were used to
the maximun^ extent during this period, and throughout the retnatning
years of World War n.
Dnrtng f^e post-war demobillis^atlon period, service school
training contiiuied its im^portant role. The authorised enlistments,
for only two year periods, the industrial conditions in civil life and
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the benefits of the GI Bill of Rights contributed toward creating a sit-
uation which brought about a continuous exodus of personnel from the
Navy. Such a tremendous turnover made the maintenance of an op-
erating fleet a virtual impossibility. Operating units of the fleet must
have a high percentage of trained technical personnel. The technical
equipment of the modern combatant vessel is such that a high degree of
technical know-how is requisite for its ro^aintenance and operation. The
extremely high temperatures of the super -heated steam used in the
boiler plant, the high voltages of the electronics equipment, combined
with the large quantities of high explosives carried on board the modern
combatant ship make it imiperative that trained men be in charge of each
operation. To send raw recruits to the forces afloat, to carry on these
precarious and extremely dangerous activities woxild be criminal. Still
the ships had to be operated. National interests abroad had to be pro-
tected. The nation demanded that the Navy maintain the fleet in opera-
tion.
The only feasible answer to the problem thus created was to
train every available recruit who met the minimunn intelligence require-
ments in a service school immediately on completion of recruit train-
ing. This was an extremely costly procedure since, with the authorized
two year enlistment, it meant that approximately one half of the enlist-
? \o sjilflfi-jd sdi
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ment of each individual was spent in school* in return for which the
Navy received little or no service.
Whereas there were Service Schools, for only a few ratings
prior to the war, now such schools are available for all but a very few
ratings in the naval service. The requirements for entrance to these
schools vary according to the individual rating. The Bureau of Naval
Personnel establishes the zninimuna requirements and disseminates
the information to the using agencies by circular letter. The qualifi-
cations of individual recruits are determined by batteries of tests.
Each new recruit is given a series of tests to determine his aptitude
for specific naval jobs. The testing, interviewing, classification and
selection of recruits for Service Schools, will be discussed in Chapter
V.
im





la order that a comprehensive knowledge of the necessity for
•UQ eiilisted training program may be better understood. It Is consider-
ed desirable to know how enlisted men and women are recruited into
the naval service. This chapter vpill therefore be devoted to a discuss-
ion of the procurenient of qavbX enlisted personnel.
The problem of procuremei^ of personnel is of vital import-
ance to every organization, since each position in an organization must
be fUled at all times by persons v^o are capable of performing its
functions efficiently. As time passes, individuals age, advance in po>
•lti<m, retire, change to otiier positions or leave the organization for
one reason or another, so that replacements are a continuous necessity.
At ^e same tinne an organization nrtay grown, so that increasing numbers
of persons are required to perforxn the Increasing nunxber of functicois.
The armed forces are particularly affected by the problexn of




of time. The turnover within the naval service is about twenty per cent
per year» dependent on the minimum authorized period of enlistment.
The problexn of procurement is less accute in the Navy than in the other
services, because the Navy is still able to rely almost entirely on vol-
untary enlistment. Currently all Navy recruits are volunteers, even
though they may be influenced to a great extent by the Selective Service
Act. However, the problem is continuously in existence and must be
constantly studied so that timely and proper action naay be taken to
xneet any situation that may arise.
The factors which affect the procurement problem in the naval
service include several which are difficult to forecast with any degree
of accuracy, such as the current strength authorized by Act of Congress,
and the financial limitations established by current appropriations.
Other factors of considerable importance are the international situation,
the national economic situation, and the industrial situation. Nearly
every element which affects the normal living conditions of the American
people is reflected in the procurement problem of the naval service.
In planning and conducting the recruiting program for enlisted
personnel in the naval service, the Bureau of Naval Personnel estab-
lishes the governing policies. These policies are issued to the recruit-
ing offices as recruiting directives. The number of persons to be pro-
;i
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cured each raonth is determined by the personnel service ceiling
established by the Department of Defense, within the budget assigned
to the Navy. - '•' > • - •' ' • - - -j'^--.'.* • - '- ;?" <
'7i..; . ; . Special recruiting and training programs may be initiated to
meet special situations. Thus, the High School Graduate program was
developed in 1948 to increase the incentive of graduates of the secondary
school system to enter the naval service. Persons enlisting under this
program were promised formal school training in the service school
of their choice, on completion of recruit training. This program prov-
ed highly advantageous to the accomplishment of the mission of the
recruiting officers in the field, in that it gave tiiem excellent selling
points during the period of poor recruiting. It also proved beneficial
to the Navy, in that it not only improved the quality of the new recruits,
but it served as an excellent entree into the secondary school systems
throughout the nation in order to pronaotc the enlistment of high school
graduates into the naval service.
The Electronics Recruiting and Training Program was develop-
ed in 1947, in a similar manner, to meet the urgent need of the Navy for
men who could be effectively trained in the field of electronics. Those
who enlisted under this program, were required to meet special qual-
ifications, and were promised technical training in the field of elec-





tronics. As a direct resxilt of this program, sufficient recruits were
enlisted in the Navy to meet the over -all needs for persons who were
capable of being trained in the electronics field. It is doubtful that
this reault could have been attained in any other manner. Hence, this
special procurement program for enlisting electronics personnel may
be regarded as highly successfxil. ^"
In a like manner, the Airnaan Recruiting Program was
developed in 1948. This program was designed to meet the Navy's
requirements for recruits who were able to meet rigid physical and
mental specifications, and also to appeal to individuals who wanted to
Join the Navy for aviation duty. Many yoiing men refused to enlist un-
less they could get into naval aviation. They preferred service in the
Navy but would enlist in the Air Force to get duty in aviation, if the
Navy was unwilling to promise them such duty. While this resulted in
direct competition with the Air Force, it was considered necessary in
order to get qualified recruits for training in naval aviation. Individuals
who enlisted and were selected under this programi were promised and
were given technical training and duty in naval aviation.
Other similar types of recruiting and training programs have
been devised from time to time, such as for the WAVES, the SEABEES,
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each case special requirements were established, and certain commit-
ments were made by the Navy, to those enlisting iinder each program.
All such programs were conducted within overall enlistment linnitations
and in accordance witii the Enlisted Training Plan. In fact, most of
the special prograrais were authorized primarily to meet the needs of
the Training Plan, which will be described in Chapter IV of this study.
The Navy, as well as the other branches of the Arnned Forces
of the United States, has recognized the importance of the proper induc-
tion of new personnel and long ago adopted the principle of Recruit
Training, to induct each new recruit into the naval service. Every effort
is expended to effect a smooth transition of the recrtUt from civilian
life to the military life of the naval service. It is of vital importance
to the Navy and to each new recruit that this training be the best pracit-
cable. Business and industry have in recent years adopted "vestibtile
training'^ which is a similar type of training, though on a much smaller
scale. It has been found to be most profitable fronn the standpoint of
morale, and to produce an ultimate increase in the production efficiency
of the individual so trained.
Since each new recruit must be given recruit training, which
1
Jucius, Michael J. , Personnel Management. Chicago: Richard D.
Irwin, lac. 1947, 696pp. p. 246-247.
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is normally 14 weeks in length, this training represents an appreciable
proportion of the training operations of the overall naval service. If
the authorized strength of the Navy is 350, 000, as it was until the recent
Korean affair started, and if the minimum period of enlistment is three
years, as was the case until 1949* with an average re -enlistment rate
of 35%, the number of recruits to be trained annually is approximately
75,000. If the authorized strength is increased to 500,000, which it is
at present, and the minimum enlistment is four years, as is currently
the case, then the recruitm.ent must be, not only the 75,000 required as
annual replacenient, but must include the 150, 000 additional recruits,
to bring the Navy up to its authorized strength.
With such an increase in strength and the resultant augxnented
rate of recruiting, the program of recruit training imposes a serious
burden upon the Training Command. The present physical facilities
of the Recruit Training Centers are such that the maximum total capac-
ity is limited to approximately 30,000. On the basis of the present
length of recruit training, this means that less than 10, 000 recruits
can be enlisted each month and a naaximum of 120, 000 can be trained
each year. This, in turn, means that the procurement quota cannot
be znet unless additional facilities are znade available for recruit train-
ing, which represents a considerable investment of funds axid manpower.
ii S.-3f,r.' M I bt
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or unless the length of recruit training is reduced. Under such condi-
tions, anything that can help to overcome the situation, without reducing






NAVY ENLISTED TRAINING PLAN
The procurement of enlisted personnel by a recruiting pro-
gram, established at the necessary rate to meet the overall Navy re-
quirements, only partially solves the personnel problem. Most re-
cruits are young, inexperienced men who must be trained if they arc
to become efficient units in a fighting force. The Navy Enlisted Train-
ing Plan is geared and planned to meet this need.
While it might be considered highly desirable to train each
individual in the naval service thoroughly in the basic Class A school
for the rating for which he is best fitted, such a program normsilly
cannot be considered due to the rigid financial limitations imiposed
on the service. To accomplish such am elaborate training programi would
be extrcmiely costly and would result in excessive overtraining which
cannot be justified under normal circumstances. Not only that, but
it would result in a condition of "all Chiefs and No Indians" which is
not by any means a desirable situation, since some "Indians" or






ite handicap. Therefore, such a situation can not be permitted.
However, this does not mean that the training of some per-
sons should not be conducted in Class A schools. How many should
be trained, then, and in what ratings or in what schools should they
be trained? To have an efficient working team there must be a def-
inite number of trained mien to fill each position on the team, a
certain number of substitutes to act as replacements, who must also
be trained, and e considerable number of people in training to fur-
nish replacements as the need occurs.
Prior to World War II, the training of enlisted personnel
in formedized schools was conducted on a hit-or^miss basis. IF
the Navy had a school in operation for a certain rating; IF there were
sufficient money available to operate 3uch a school; IF a man were
eligible for shore duty; IF the man's Coioamanding Officer would per-
mit him to go to school; and IF the man wanted to go to that school,
there was a possibility that he might get to go, provided funds were
available to furnish him transportation. In other words, there was
little or no planning in regard to an overall training program and policy
in the Navy. Some schools were in operation, ajid some formalized
training was conducted, but to a great extent, most training was con-
ducted "on-the-job". And, while it is not the purpose of this study to
detract from the value of "on-the-job" training, since this type of
df
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training is considered of the highest possible caliber , it must be rec-
ognized that school training is alnaost an absolute necessity to meet
the operating and maintenance requirements of much of the equipment
currently in use in the naval service. To ineet these requirenrients,
the school training must be planned and scheduled, and not left to the
desires of the individual or to chance.
To meet these needs, the Navy Enlisted Training Plan was
developed and placed in operation in July 1948. At the time of its
adoption, it was called the Three Year Training Plan, in that it was
based originally on the criterion of bringing the Navy up to one hundred
percent strength in trained personnel during the ensuing three years
after it was placed in effect. However, the plan is such that it can be
changed to meet the variable needs of the service as determined by a
continuous evaluation of the progress being made in the training program.
The rate of training in any one rating can be advanced or retarded as
is considered necessary to meet future requirements. A predetermined
quantity of school training cam be concibined with a certain amount of
on-the-job training, and either quantity varied dependent on the exigency
of the situation and the funds available for formalized school training.






To compute the requirements of such a training plan one must
know the following factors:
1. Authorized strength of the Navy. (Appropriation Act)
2. The strength of the Navy -- the actual number of
persons currently in the naval service in each rating. .
3. Total requirements of the Navy -- how many men of
c each rating are required to fill each billet (job) in
the Navy. This is obtained by totaling the comple-
ments of all ships and stations in the Naval Establish-
ment.
4. The current rate of attrition from the service in each
rating.
5. The length of training in each formalized Navy school.
6. The current attrition rate in each school.
7. The percentage of men that can be trained in each
rating by on-the-job training.
By subtracting the strength of any one rating from the over-all require-
ment of the Navy in that rating, based on the authorized strength of the
Kavy, the current shortage In that rating is obtained. By applying
the attrition rate to the current strength, the number to be lost by
attrition from the Navy, in that rating, can be obtained for any period
of time. The summation of the current shortage and the number to be
lost by attrition give the number to be trained in that rating within any
specified period of time. The number of individuals that can be train-
ed on -the -job in that rating within the specified period of time can then
be subtracted from the total number to be trained. The remainder will
be the number of individuals to be trained in formal schools. Knowing
the length of each course of instruction, the capacity of the schools.
tutpaz 9&; .....^ .uoo oT
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the rate of attrition in the course and the number to be trained in
a specified period of time, it is then easy to compute the frequency
of convening and the number of students to be ordered to each class.
By use of the above training plan it is possible to maintain
a sufficient number of trained men in the Navy to fill every job which
requires trained personnel. When properly and efficiently controlled,
this plan is nnost effective in producing the desired results without
overtraining. However, in conducting such a training program the
2question arises, "Who shall be trained?" How should individuals be
selected? How can we be certain that we train the right men for the
right job? How can we be certain that we place enlisted men and womien
in the jobs for which they arc best fitted and have the best probability
of successful performjuice? To make the training plan most effective
those questions must be answered and the problem solved in the Vest
and most practicable manner.
2
L,, W. Warner and others, V/ho Shall Be Educated ?
(New York and London; Harper & Bros., 1944), pp. 141-173,
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TESTING AND CLASSIFICATION • ^^ij.'i
After the recruitment or procurement of enlisted personnel,
the basic steps, for processing them through the training program,
center on the function of testing and classification. This function is
considered vital to the success of the Navy Enlisted Training Program.
Therefore it is considered necessary to devote this chapter to the
discussion of Testing and Classification of enlisted men and women.
In the past, individuals enlisting in the Navy for the first
time received only a very short period of training at the various Re-
ceiving Stations and Recruit Training Centers. Such training was de-
vised to facilitate a rapid transition of the new recruit from the normal
routines of civilian life to the more rigid routine of military life
in the Navy. This training consisted mainly of physical drills, with
and without artzis; the elements of seamanship; personal hygiene;
care of clothing and similar items of instruction. A major portion
of the training was directed toward getting the recruit to recognize




On completion of the basic training, the recruit was order-
ed to duty in an operating unit of the fleet. His normal duties consist-
ed of performing routine jobs on board ship such as swabbing and holy-
stoning the decks, polishing bright work, handling stores and shoveling
coal. Sixfficient on-the-job training was given each individual to pcr-
niit him to perform^ ttie tasks assigned him in a satisfactory manner.
But little or no positive effort was made to place each person in the
type of work for which he was best fitted tor in which he was most
interested.
If any individual demonstrated sufficient interest in learning
some special type of work, other than that to which he was assigned,
a helping hand normLally was given him
,
provided he carried out his
assigned duties in a proficient manner. Thus if a fireman, who stood
his fireroom watches well and kept his cleaning station in good condi-
tion , was noticed spending his off-duty hours in the radio roonn and
practicing on a radio key whenever he had an opportvinity to do so, he
would undoubtedly be given a chance to try for advancement in a radio
rating when a relief became available for him in the fireroom. But as
a whole, assignment to duties, on board ship or in any other operating
unit of the fleet, was left to chance and was made according to the
vacancies that existed in the organization at any given time.
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Once assigned to a job, there was little chance for an individ-
ual to change to another job unless an inunediate relief was available.
No special effort was made to place a person in the job or type of work
for which he was best fitted or even one that he liked. He might be .
given an opportunity to express a desire for work in the engine room
or in the deck force when he first reported on board. If a vacancy
existed in the work for which he expressed a desire, he might be
assigned to the general area of work he requested. However, such
assignment depended to a great extent on the influence of the various
ship's officers who were in need of men at that time. The actual area
or department of the ship to which the new man was assigned was accord-
ing to need, which as often as not was not in accordance with his ex-
pressed desire.
By virtue of this haphazard method of assignment to duty,
a man who possessed the potential requirements for a highly tech-
nical rating, such as Fire Controlman, might get his first chance for
advancement to petty officer rating in the Gxizmer's Mate rate, a
much less technical rating, because that was the only open rating
at the time when he became eligible for advancement. This individ-
ual may have been of such high intelligence and ability that he could
have excelled in any rating for which he applied himself. However,
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once he became a Gunner's Mate, there was but a single channel of
advancement tc higher rating; the odds against changing his rating
were almost insurmountable. Although this individual undoubtedly
made a good Gunner's Mate, he probably would have made a much
better Fire Controlman. Had he been able to direct his efforts in
that direction, he would have been imuch more satisfieii with himself
and his work. In this case he might have accepted the naval service
as a career. He possibly wotild have been able to attain commissioned
rank during the war period and to fulfill the urgent service needs
of an experienced Gunnery Officer on a combatant ship of the Navy
efficiently. The Navy, in this manner, lost an excellent man, by
not being able to recognize his potential qualities.
V/hiie the case described above is purely hypothetical, it
could undoubtedly be supported by thousands of cases of misplaced
persons if studies were made of case histories of the past war. The
misplacenncnt and improper utilization of personnel is, and has been,
common to all branches of the Armed Forces, as well as to most in-
dustrial and business enterprises. It was most prevalent up to the
time of the first world war. It continued to exist throughout the
second world war, and probably will continue to be a serious problem
for many years in the future.
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That some persons have been able to find their proper niche
in the service, industry or in business, is to a great extent accident-
al. That other persons have been unable to find the proper road to
success is also accidental* or may he so, in that they may have happen-
ed to get started in a type of work for which they were not fitted. It
is, to some extent, futile to speculate as to whether or not a person
who has been successful in one type of work might have been more
successful in another, or whether a person who has failed in one type
of work could have succeeded in another for which he was m.ore fitted.
Nothing can be proved because the clock can never be turned back to
perm.it such an experinacnt. However, the probabilities are very high
that it would be true in mamy cases.
In industry or business, a worker who fails on the job can
be fired or dismissed and another person hired to take his place.
Action of this type is comnnon in industry and business, even though
such high labor turnover is costly because each new worker must be
trained to perform the duties of his job and his production is small
during this training |>eriod. Such a procedure is condoned in indus-
try as an effort to maintain or increase efficiency. However, in a
tight labor market such as that which occurs during a national enxer-
gency, when industry, as well as the armed forces, is mobilized,
each person assumes greater importance. It then becomes of vital
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importance to obtain the maxinnum production from each individual.
To accomplish this, it is highly desirable to take full advantage
of the potentialities of each individual and place him in the position
for which he is best fitted. Every effort must be expended to place
the right man In training for, or working in, the right job.
In the naval service the situation is similar, but to some
extent more serious. Those individuals, who are placed in jobs
for which they arc not adapted, cannot be discharged. They are
under contract of service for the period of tim.e for which they have
enlisted. Thus
, if they are misplaced, the Navy has to suffer with
them, and they with the Navy, for the full period of enlistment. Such
individuals frequently become serious disciplinary problems and are
the source of considerable trouble to the service. Upon comple-
tion of their enlistments, they leave the service. The Navy is glad
to get rid of them and they are glad to get out of the Navy. This
represents a considerable loss to the Navy and to the men. The
Navy suffers appreciably by the poor publicity given by such dis-
satisfied people. By this publicity, a feeling is created that there
is no chance for advancement or promotion in the Navy; that the Navy
fails to live up to its promise to teach each individual a trade, and
that the discipline in the naval service is harsh and unfair. Yet at
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the saine tiTne, many other enlisted nmen who luckily have been placed
in jobs for which they are adapted, or to which they have adapted them-
selves, are happy and satisfied in the service. They learn a trade,
they are promoted as they beconnc eligible, and they never present
a disciplinary problenn.
At the start of the first world war, it became apparent that
the proper utilization of personnel in the Army was a serious problem
which had to be met and coped with. This realization resulted in the
development of the Army Alpha Intelligence Test, which could be given
&U recruits to determine their relative general intelligence. Place-
mient was to be nnade on the basis of scores obtained on this test. The
test was given to all persons entering the Armiy for the first tinae and
the re stilts were recorded. However, the exigencies of the situation
did not permit utilization of these scores to any great extent in the
placement of personnel.
An attempt was made to test candidates for training as
airplane pilots^, in an effort to predict whether or not they would
maike good pilots. But, the subjects of these tests were sent over
seas, as full-fledged pilots, before the results of the tests were
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coinpiled, and data were not obtained on the combat efficiency of the
subjects, after they started flying in active service in order to compare
their success with the test scores. As a result, no reliable statistics
were collected to validate the tests.
Nevertheless, the seed of aptitude testing, as a basis for the
selection and placement of personnel was sown; the data, obtained from
the Army Alpha Tests given to millions of Army personnel, were made
available to statisticians who were able to evaluate them properly. Con-
siderable information was obtained fromi these statistics which validated
the Army Alpha Test as a reliable instrument for mieasuring the gen>
eral intelligence of individuals. As a result, the Army Alpha Test re-
ceived national recognition as a valuable aid and predictor for many
jobs throughout the country. After the war, the Army dropped its in-
terest in the testing and selection procedures to a great extent. Indus-
try, however, adopted it at this stage, and continued to develop the
principle along industrial lines.
The Navy did not adopt the Army Alpha Test at its inception,
because it was not faced with the same expansion problem, as was the
Army and did not encounter the serious problem of nianpower utilisa-
tion to the same degree. However, recognition of the existence of
such a problem in the Navy was forthcoming. The Navy adopted what
it considered an improved version of the Alpha Test, which was called
•^^=•!:-w '.
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the General Classification Test. This test was given to each person who
entered the Navy for the first time. The result of the test was entered in
the individual's service record as the GCT of that individual. Its use,
however, was linrxited mainly to that of screening out the illiterate. It
was not used to any great extent in the selection, or placement of per-
sonnel. There was no classification system in existence at that time
and it was not the policy of the Navy to select personnel for further school-
ing at the level of recruit training.
With the start of world war II, the nation found itself up again-
st a cri£(is which was far greater than anything it had had to face before.
The manpower situation was acute. Industry, as well as each branch of
the Armed Forces, required the service of every available man and a
vastly increased number of women. Individuals with all levels of intell-
igence and all types of educational background, from all the various
walks of life had to be utilized.
The Navy was most fortunate during the greater part of the
second world war in that it was able, to a large degree, to select its
officers and enlisted personnel from volunteers, who were required
to meet minimum entrance requirements. This condition may not pre-
vail in future national emergencies. Because of this situation, it was
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at a fairly high level. Of course, this advantage was offset to some
degree, by the greatly increased connplexity of the equipment with
M^ch these persons were required to work. The extremely complex
equipment of the modern Navy called for highly skilled technicians
to operate and maintain it. This necessitated a thorough training pro-
gram and trainees of a level of intelligence which wovild permit them
to absorb the training. The vast expansion and rapid growth of the
Navy during the intial stages of the war, and continuing throughout
the war, created a tremendous training problem. To meet the de-
mands of this program, it was obvious that a high degree of efficiency
in screening, selection, training and utilization of personnel had to
be attained if success were to be achieved.
To develop a process by which the demands of this program
could be accomplished, severed psychometrists and psychologists
were called upon. These specialists were assigned the mission of
developing ajnd evaluating various types of aptitlide tests for the screen-
ing of volunteers. It was hoped that by use of such tests, men and wo-
txien who were entering the Navy for the first time, co\ild be analyzed
and classified as to potential abilities. On the basis of these tests
it was hoped that recruits could be placed in the type of work for which
they were best fitted, or in which the chances were greatest for them
^c
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to be able to perform most efficiently. It was planned to use these
tests as predictors. This represented a distinct effort on the part of
the Navy to obtain the maotimum utilisation of available manpower. As
a result of these efforts, special tests were developed to measure cler-
ical aptitude, mechanical aptitude, mechanical (electrical) aptitude,
aptitiide for radio code work and other special aptitudes.
The following information concerning the classification of
enlisted personnel is quoted from 'Personnel Research and Test De-
velopment in the Bureau of Naval Personnel", edited by Lt. Comidr.
Dewey B. Stuitt, USNR:
"CLASSIFICATION AT RECRUIT TRAINING COMMANDS.
All personnel procured through Selective Service or recruit
ing stations were sent to recruit training coirxmands (prior
to 1944 Naval Training Stations) for recruit training and
for classification. Each classification office was under the
direction of a classification officer, and all recrixits were
given a battery of classification tests and were interviewed
by classification interviewers. The basic functions of
classification in recruit training w2re: (1) To deterniine and
record on standard forms, the aptitudes, skills and abilities
that would indicate the type of naval duty for which each
recruit was best fitted; (2) to recommend each recruit
for the type of training or duty for which he was best qual-
ified; and (3) to effect the assignment of each recruit to that
type of training or duty for which he was best fitted by match-
ing the man's qualifications with the Navy's needs as reflect-
ed in quotas issued by the Bureau of Naval Personnel.
These functions were carried otit in accordance with the
best available personnel techniques and methods. All recruits
were first informed about available training i^chools and the
duties of naval ratings by means of carefully planned lectures,
films, and pamphlets. They were then given the Basic T^st
ri -]•;'.<' ?. ', r.-j
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Battery for enlisted personnel.
These tests included the following: General Classifi-
cation Test, Reading Test, Arithmetical Reasoning Test,
Mechanical Aptitude Test, Mechanical Knowledge Test
(Mechanical), Mechanical Aptitude Test, (Electrical),
Clerical Aptitude Test, Spelling Test, Radio Code Test.
The tests were administered under conditions as
ideal as was possible in view of space limitations, and
were scored, for the most part, by machine. Test
scores were then checked and recorded by machine on
each man's Enlisted Personnel Qualifications Card so
that when the man appeared for interview, the interviewer
had before him a complete picture of the test results.
Aptitude testing was an essential feature of recruit class-
ification, providing the most objective basis available
for the classification and assignment of the man, partic-
ularly since a considerable proportion of inductees
were fairly young, so that little opportunity had existed
to acquire vocational skills or experience. Since test
scores were recorded on the Qualifications Card, they
could be used at any subsequent point in the man's naval
career as a basis for evaluation and classification.
When recruits possessed previous civilian experience
and training closely related to types of work available for
them in the naval service, test scores were of a secondary
importance except as they indicated that a man was of such
a low mental caliber that he could not be expected to learn
quickly enough to qualify for the duties of a rating. In
order to facilitate the evaluation and recording of the
recruit's civilian experience, training, hobbies, and
interests, a standard aid to -the -interview blank was
completed by each man prior to the interview. This form
gave the recruit an opportunity to list his qualifications
and to express his interests in various types of Navy jobs.
In the great znajority of cases, it was a combination of
a man's test scores, civilian work experience, motivation,
previous training, and interests which guided the interviewer
to a decision as to what types of duty the recruit was best
qualified to perform. Duty recommendations were usually
recorded in rather broad terms so that a fnan would not
be too narrowly classified. This was necessary and desir-
able not only in the man's best interests but also because
of variations in quotas from the Bureau of Naval Personnel
which required flexibility in detailing.
YT::sii;5iJ
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To facilitate school assignments, which constituted a
naajor phase of recruit classification, certain basic data
from the Enlisted Personnel Qualifications Card were punched
into IBM cards for mechanical sorting so that selection could
be rapid ajtid accurate. In addition the the man's name, rating
and service number, the IBM selection card provided space
for punching a civilian occupational code, an evaluation code
and a first and second duty choice or recommendation.
Roughly speaking, about 40% of all recruits were selected
for elementary naval training schools; about 10% were selected
for special billets, inimediate rating, or commissioning; and
the remaining 50% were sent directly to ships or stations for
duty as "general detail" hands. An adequate systena for
classifying this latter group was never fully developed and as
a result many rnen who had useful skills were often not used
effectively in their subsequent assignments. If an adequate
classification system had been established earlier, it should
have been possible to process the "general detail" population
as well as the other groups. " ^
The special aptitude tests, as developed initially, were by no
means perfect. Because it was necessary to put the tests to almost
immediate use, it was inxpossible to evaluate thenn fully. In the terms
of the psychologist, the validity and reliability could not be determined
within the short period of tinne involved. Perfect results could not be
expected vinder such circumstances. It would have been foolish to
assume that as a result of these initial tests each individual entering
the Navy could be ideally placed. However, these tests were of definite
assistance in the proper placement of personnel, since they were
2
Staff, Test and Research Section in cooperation with NDRC Project
N -106 and the College Entrance Examination Board, Personnel Re
search and Test Development in the Bureau of Naval Personnel, ed.
by Dewey B. Stuitt, Lt. Comdr. U.S.N. R., (Princeton, New Jersey:
Princeton University Press
, 1947), pp. 22-23.
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better than guess-work or chance.
Had the aptitude tests developed at that time been perfect, it
still would have been Impossible to have obtained the maximum benefit
from them, because there was no system of job classification in exist-
ence at that time. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles was just in
the process of being developed and the Navy had made no attempt in
3
this direction. Even if there had been a classification system in ex-
istence, it is still doubtful that it could have been used adequately be-
cause of the lack of naachine accounting systems to process the results.
Therefore the defense services cannot justly be criticised for their
inability to develop a full classification and placement program under
which every man and woman coxold be placed in the job which most
nearly matched his capabilities.
These initial aptitude tests were continuously improved. Each
new recruit entering the Navy was given a battery of tests including all
the various tests which had been developed. By combining the scores
of the various tests of each individual and comiparing them with the
scores of other persons who had successfully completed the various
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possible to develop a fairly reliable score tor each test which would rep-
resent the xninimutn level at which successful co£npletv:>n of the course
at each service school would he probable. £^ch recruit, ^who obtained
a score in his test battery which was above this mi&imuxn score, was
considered a potential candidate for the technical training to which that
zniniznuzn score applied. U a candidate having such potentialities were
given tiiat type of technical training, the probability was high that he
would be able to complete that type of training successfvilly. It was main-
ly in this direction and for this purpose that aptitude tests were used
throughout the war wad until a job classification system was developed
by job analysis in 1948.
Some of the tests developed during the last war have been
clim.inated. Others are still in existence and, in an improved iforn:i,
are in current use at the Naval Training Centers.
•Ad Weld:
As stated in 'Foundations of Psychology" by Boring, i«aagfeld
4
'It has become increasingly evident in recent years tiiat
the more we know about individual differences in intelligence,
in altitudes for particular tasks and in the abUity to make
good judgements in social living, the better able we shall
be to train and guide the individual inlnaking the moat of
his i^ysical and mental equipment.
It is not enough to know the ways in vi^tch a single
£. C. Boring and others, "Foundations of Psychology''
,
(New York: J hn Wiley and Sons. Inc. , 1948), p. 393.
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person differs from otKers. We r&viBt know how in a partic-
ular way a number of persona diJOfer with respect to one
another. Only then can we properly j^^tdge the capacity of
any one person relative to tibtat of his fellows. The one re-
liable method of obtaining this knowledge is by measure-
meirit. '*
Th* above atat^tnent is almost universally recognised as a fundanaient-
al psychological principle and forms the basis of aptitude testing.
However, aptitude tests are only tools with which a perscxa
may work in an attempt to xaeasure the intangible characteristics of
an individual, as well as his innate potentialities. Ldke a carpenter.
who requires certain basic tools such as the hamxner, savt^ plane aad
square to j^rform carp eirtry vmirk. a personnel counsellor uses certain
basic tests in tixe classification of personnel. And • like the carpenter,
who may use additional tools to improve the accuracy t^ Mm ^mtk, the
counsellor may use additional tests to increase the accuracy of his pre-
dicticHfts. However, tisie point of dlnaisishing returns Is reached much
more rapidly with ^e work of personnel testing, than it is with the
carpenter. The work inv<4ved in preparing and validating as well
as adminiatering additional tests becomes a trexnendous problexn.
Each new test must be compared in detail with each other test and com
jdetely evaluated, thu gain in accuracy as a resxilt of such additional
tests is frequently of such small magnitude that it fails to compensate
for ^e time required to administer them.
l<-
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The current policy of the Navy, as stated in the Bureau of
5Naval Peraomiel Manual, is to give each new recruit the Applicant
Qualification Teat (AQT), the General Classification Test (GCT), the
Arithmetical Test (AKI), the Clerical Aptitude Test (CLER), and the
Mechanical Aptittide Test (MAT). The A UT is a short intelligence
test given to the recruit at the recruiting station at the time he applies
for enlistment, to determine the miental capacity of the applicant.
By use of this test, inentally deficient persons can be eliminated prior
to enlistment. The o^er tests listed above, namely the GCT, ARI,
CUKRt and MAT, form the basic Navy test battery which is given to
each new recruit at the Recruit Training Centers. The scores obtain-
ed in these tests are recorded in the service record of each new man
and become a permanent part of his record.
Each new recruit is given the basic test battery during the
first week of recruit training. He is given a personal interview by
classification officers during the fourth week of training. ^ |t requires
considerable time to administer, grade and record the results of tiiie
tests in the individual service records due to the vast number oC re-
cruits being processed. Consequezrtly, it is not until the fourth week of
•^Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual, 1949, Article C.3206, pp. 98-99.




training that these records normally are available to the classification
section for use In the personal Interview with the individual. The inter-
view is to secure information on the educational background, work ex-
perience, and interest of the individual, to aid in his proper classifica-
tion.
On the basis of the test scores, and the information secured
in the personal interview, each individual is assigned a Navy job
classification number or numbers and is recommended for the type of
work for which he is considered best fitted and most motivated. The
current needs of the service are, of course, given full consideration
in this classification process. And while the service requirements are
of primary imiportance, since they are the basis of the Enlisted Train-
ing Plan, the classification staff can, and frequently does, place too
great an ennphasis on meeting assigned quotas. When this occurs,
individuals may be improperly classified to the detriment of the Navy,
as well as themselves. Extreme care must be taken throughout this
process. Youngsters entering the naval service for the first tinne
are easily influenced. They have no definite idea of what they want
to do. Their entire motivation may be on the basis of a new friendship
they have made with some other new recruit in the barracks, or on
the basis of the rating of ttieir company commander, or even of some
one from their home town who is already in the Navy. The importance
x^
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of proper classification procedures cannot be over -emphasized.
The value of a good testing and classification process is
aptly stated by Moshcr, Kingley and Stahl: '
"The objectives of a well-designed testing program
arc synonymous with those of the entire selection pro-
cess. They are two in number. Zn the first place, the
program is designed to select persons who will be efficient
in the particular positions they are assigned at entry. This
is the immediate end of recruitment and selection. But
there is a second objective which must be kept in view,
and one which is often forgotten in the rush to adopt
"practical" tests. The process should result also in the
selection of employees who possess a capacity for growth
and development. This is essential if the personnel
agency is to capitalize on the many advantages accompany-
ing the practice of filling higher positons by promotion.
It is absolutely indispensable to the development and op-
eration of a career system. "
U the scores of an individuad on the test battery naeet the
requirements of technical training as stated in the current training
directives, if the individual has expressed a desire for such training
and if the classification staff considers him to be good material, based
on the results of the personal interview, an individual may be selected
for formal school training on completion of his recruit training. Such
assignment is dependent upon the needs of the service as indicated in
the current Training Plan. It is also dependent upoh whether or not
7
William E. Mosher, J. Donald Kingsley and O. Glenn Stahl,
Public Personnel Administration
,





an opening will exist in the school for which he is recommended, at the
time when he will have completed his basic recruit training. If any of
the above conditions are not fidfil^d i the individual is assigned to
"General Detail". If an individual fulfills all of the conditiorna and
basic requirements, but there is no quota available or the technical
school for which he is considered qualified is filled to capacity, a no-
tation is placed in the service record of the individual to the effect
that he is recommended and qualified for formial school training when-
ever a quota for such training is availaU e
Regardless of the elaborate testing and classification measures
being applied in the naval service today, there is still no absolute
assurance that each individual will be properly assigned to duty, since
ISiere may be cases where more eligible candidates are available than
there are jobs. Or there may be more jobs than there are eligibile
candidates. In either case, it then becomes necessary to assign indiv-
iduals to Jobs other than those for which they are considered most
suitable. It is therefore still a matter of chance, to some extent, that
Individuals may be placed in the type of work for which they are best
fitted and most highly motivated. The requirem.ent of the naval service
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CHAPTER VI
.,, f. DISCUSSION OF NAVY TilAINING POUCIES
Prior to World War II, it was the policy of the Navy Depart-
ment to send all enlisted men to duty in operating onits of the fleet for
a minimum period of one year, upon completion of the recruit train-
ing. After they had demonstrated tlieir ability in actual service they
were permitted to go to one of the service schools, provided they were
able to meet all the necessary requirements. The requirements for
acceptance of an enlisted znan for training at a service school includ
ed a minimium OCT score (the only test given at that time), a rec-
ommendation fromi his Commanding Officer, a miinimum of one year's
sea duty, and a miniznum of 12 to 18 months of duty remaining in his
enlistment upon completion of the service school. Many individuals
in the Navy were unable to attend a service school because of their
inability to meet one of these requirements. In some cases, where
they were eligible in all respects except that of having necessary re-
maining time in their enlistment after completion of the school, they




of being able to complete the course aatisfactorily or because they pre-
ferred not to tie themselves down to further commitment to the Navy
tamely to attend the school.
It is believed that the prc-vrar requirements for f ~ rmal ser-
vice school training were very sound. The single GCT minimum score
requirements, though sufficient at that time, since it was the only
accurate general intelligence test available, has been supplemented by
the requirement of a minimum score for the tests of the aptitude test
battery which are appropriate to the course for which the individual is
being considered. This is an improvement. The pre-war requirement
of a miinimum of one year of duty in the operating forces prior to attend
ing a service school is considered highly desirable for general service
personnel, in order that the men can become indoctrinated in Navy life
and routine and gain a little knowledge of, or a visual acquaintance with,
the equipment of naval operating forces, so that the service school train-
ing will not be completely theoretical. For aviation. Hospital Corps axui
Construction Corps enlisted mien, this requirement is not of such major
importance, since the equipment with which they will have to work in
operating units of the fleet is likely to be the same as that used in service
schools. The requirement that each candidate for a service school have
a nninimum of 12 to 18 mtonths remaining service in his current enlistment





since this is the primary guarantee that the Navy will obtain some return
on the investnient which it incurs in training the individual. The anrount
of ti:iat return, and the nninimum service required should be dependent
on, and in ratio to, the amount of time spent in the training.
During the war years 1941 to 1945, it became obvious that
this policy could not be continued. The rigid requirements were too
cumbersome. The demands by the fleet and by new vessels being com-
missioned for trained personnel were so great that changes had to be
made in order to meet the situation. The aptitude tests, previously des-
cribed, were developed, and recruits were selected for service school
courses at the training centers, during the recruit training. All recruits
who nnct the minimum requirements for further training, either by test
Scores, educational background or previous experience in civilian life,
were selected for further training in the type of work for which they were
best fitted, within the overall needs of the service. This action was
considered mandatory, and it was highly successful, in that it met the
needs of the fleet, for trained personnel.
At the end of the war, it was the intent of the Navy Department
to revert to the pre-war procedures for the selection and training of en-
listed personnel. It was not intended that the lessons learned during the
war were to be eliminated entirely, by discarding the test, classification
'.i J <w ^iiii , zHi'xa
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and selection procedures that were developed. It was planned to combine
those devices with the pre war procedures, cut back on the training pro-
gram to meet the needs of the peace time Navy and remain within the
stringent budgetary limitations which exist during normal times. It was
believed that an extensive service school training program, such as that
which had been carried out during the war, was an expensive luxury which
the Navy could ill aifford during the post war period. In order to remain
within the reduced budget, it was thought that it would be necessary to
close the major portion of all the training establishznents and operate
the remainder on a greatly curtained basis. The forced cut in personnel,
as well as in the budget for training pax%>oses, was severe.
The actual situation that developed during the months which
immediately followed the cessation of hostilities was considerably
different than had been envisioned. The immiediate and complete demo >
bilizsation, was of such a vast order than a large proportion of the oper-
ating units of the naval establishment were forced into an inoperative
status by the complete lack of personnel to man them. The situation
reached such a critical state at one period that It became necessary to
borrow personnel from one ship, in order to get another ship underway
one week, and reverse the process the following week.
To overcome this critical situation, the Navy adopted the two
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yeaf enlistment progrann. This program appealed to those who were in-
terested in avoiding the draft and at the same time, in obtaining the
benefits of the G I Bill of Rights. Men and women enlisted under such
conditions were not interested in the Navy as a career, or even as a
partial career. To send them to operating units of the fleet, directly
from recruit training, would have been tantamount to an act of sabotage
to the Navy and to the men. The fleet operating units desperately need
ed m.en, but they needed nmen who were trained to carry out their duties
on board ship as soon as they reported for duty. Neither time nor qual-
ified instructors were available in fleet units to conduct on-the-job train
ing. Therefore the Navy still found itself forced to adopt the policy of
selecting and training men at the recruit level. Every new recruit, who
fulfilled the nrxinimum test score requirements for the various service
schools, was sent directly from recruit training to the service school
for which he was qualified and for which the Navy had the greatest need
of graduates. The result of this desperate effort wills that naany recruits
were sent to schools to which they had no desire to go. In some cases,
individuals were forced to go to school against their will. Misplacement
and misclassification were prevalent to a much greater degree than at
any time during the tremendous training program conducted during the
war. However, this was accepted as a necessary evil.
wrli :f hi;: r-i to, HkiiT




Having survived the post war demobilization period described
above, the Navy was immediately faced with a second period of demo-
bilisation when those who had enlisted under the two -year program, left
the naval service, on completion of their two year enlistments, fa t
many cases these individuals were released two months early, due to
accum^ulated leave. While this demobilization did not quite reach the
severity of the first one, it did reach enormous proportions and produc-
ed a crippling effect on the fleet operating units. Thus the Navy was
again faced with a serious need for an intensive school training program
which had to be undertaken, with reduced funds and witli reduced numbers
and quality of recruits.
As a result of the various special procurement and training
programs and recurring emergencies, the Navy has developed the policy
that most service school candidates are selected frona the recruit grad-
uates. To m.eetth€ requirements of war, this was mandatory. To meet
the post-war demobilisation and the second demobilization due to the
two year enlistees, such action was continued. And to meet the require-
naents of the EInlisted Training Plan, it is still being utilized, because
by this mieans, a sufficient number of qualified candidates for training
can be assured for each branch of the service for which schools are es-
tablished. Currently, that is the only manner in which the quotas to





It is still possible for qualified candidates from the fleet to be selec
ted for and sent to service schools tinder fleet quotas, but this repre-
sents an extremely small and secondary source of school candidates.
The pre-war requisite, that service school candidates must
have com.pleted a minimium of at least one year of duty with the operat-
ing forces , has been completely eliminated. Although t is change in
policy was necessary to meet the exigencies of war such procedures
should only be accepted as an emergency measure. As a permanent
policy, for long-range planning, it is believed that the minimum of one
year of duty in the operating forces should be reinstated as a mandatory
requisite for eligibility for service school training especialy for all gener-
al service ratings. For aviation and hospital corps ratings this require-
ment might be waived, in view of the simiilarity between training and
operating conditions and equipment. But for all general service ratings,
waivers of this requirement should not be considered.
This opinion is based on the following factors: (1) the lack
of knowledge on the part of the recruit of all the various fields of
work in the service, (2) the lack of a clear-cut interest in any defin-
ite branch, (3) the changeability of interests of the young recruits,
(4) the ease with which recruits can be ternporafily motivated, (5)





(6) the practical method of learning, and (7) the expensive process of
training many individuals who have little or no intent or desire to re-
main in the Navy, as a career.
An attempt is made , during his indoctrination training at
the Recruit Training Centers, to acquaint each recruit with the various
fields of work in the Navy. He is given a brief description of each
branch of the service and of each rating. He is told in general terms,
the type of work involved in each rating auid the career possibilities
and channels of advancement of that rating. However, this informa-
tion is given mainly in the form of lectures which have little perma-
nent effect on the recruit. This small bit of infornaation can hardly
be considered a sufficient basis on which a young recruit should make
a decision which will affect his entire future in the Navy. As stated
by M. R. Chauncey, "Mere exposure tc a subject is not sufficient
in and of itself to provoke a sense of special ability and liking. "
Yet the careers of many recx'ults are deternained at this level on the
basis of the scores of their test battery, the personal interview and
the recommendation of the classifier.
1
M. R. Chauncey, the Educational and Occupational Preferences of
College seniors (Teachers College Contributions to Education, 1932)




In sending recruit graduates directly to service schobls on com
pletion of recruit training, it is not considered that the maximum value of
such training is attained, for the following reasons:
(1) JLack of immediate usefulness: - Recruit graduates, who
attend service schools directly from recruit training, are unable to
place into immediate useage the material they laarn in school. When
they coraiplete the service school training, they are normally still appren
tices, and as such, they are required to perform the routine duties as
signed them in an operating unit. Most of the routine jobs have little
or no bearing or relationship to the specialized training they received
in the service school. By this lack of immiediate useage, the training
and knowledge gained in school rapidly becomLes lost.
(2) Knowledge without wisdom: While in service schools,
graduate recruits receive specialized knowledge and training in the
type of work which they are studying, but frequently they are unable to
acquire the necessary wisdom of the correct useage of that knowledge
and training, due to their complete lack of familiarity with conditions
as they actually exist in units of the operating forces. The knowledge
and training imparted to them at the schools, as a result; may be wast-
ed to some extent.
(3) Known Purpose or Goal: - For learning to be complete-
ly successful , there nmust be a definite objective. Without this, maximum
Ij3 '.j iJwi»::.
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learning does not take place. Recruit graduates, as a general rule, lack
such a goal. They have not had the opportunity to serve in an operating
unit of the fleet and therefore cannot visualize the advantage of the ser-
vice school training. Hence there is a tendency, under such circum-
stances, for them to learn only the nainixnum amount of knowledge that
is required to pass the examinations of the course successfully. There
is little incentive for them to strive to learn the maximum that is pos -
sible.
A survey was recently completed at the Instructor's Train
ing School at the Naval Air Technical Training Center at Memphis,
Tenn. of petty officers who were undergoing training to become instruc-
tors at that school. One of the questions asked was, ' V/ould you have
selected the rating in which you made third class petty officer if you
had had rate shop indoctrination in all aviation ratings soon after you
enlisted in the Navy?" Of the 184 persons involved in the poll, 47%
said 'Yes", 35% said "No", 17% did not know and 1% gave no answer.
This indicates, as one would suspect, that fewer than 50% have any
idea of what field or branch of theservice they want to enter at the time
they are given recruit training.
The recruits entering the Navy for the first time have little
or no clear cut interest in any one branch of the Navy, and even less
in a specific rating, about which they have only the slightest knowledge.
: J; ii ^i; ..-J ^ciJat - i
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It is seriously doubted that even those that are recruited xxnder one of
the special procurement programs described previously, have a clear
cut interest in a specific rating. Those enlisting under the Aviation
program, are undoubtedly motivated and have a strong desire for work
in the aviation branch of the service, but not in any one specific rating
within that branch. Those enlisting in the Electronics procurement
program, who were promised training in the specific electronics tech
nician rating, (newest program of this type is the Electronics Field
Procurement Program started in 1950 which includes all electronic and
electrical ratings), are nnainly motiviated by the term electronics, rather
than the actual electronics technician rating or the work involved with
that rating.
In general, individuals enlist in the Navy for one or nnore
of three basis reasons, namely. Trade Training; Travel and Adven
ture; To Get Away From Home, School, Job or Civil Life. Various
other ideas were given as reasons for enlisting in the Navy in a survey
conducted in October 1947 by the Field Research Section of the Bureau
of Naval Personnel with a sample of 2400 new recruits. ^ However, the
basic reason for enlisting^ nornaally, was one of the three stated above,
2Bureau of Naval Personnel, Research Report, Why Men Enlist, 1947.
It^
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and behind nearly every statement was the desire of the individual to get
away from some situation. Approximately two out of three recruits
definitely expressed a desire for trade training, and of this group, many
were expressly interested in specific programs such as electronics,
hospital corps or musician. Still, by and large, there was an escape
factor involved, and the interest in any one specific branch of service
was not clear cut.
3A more recent survey conducted with a random sample of 125
Airmen, taken from questionaires submitted over a period of two years,
from January 1949 to Jamuary 1951, after completion of recruit training
and while enrolling in the Airman School at the Naval Air Technical
Training Center at Memphis, Tenn.
,
produced sim.ilar results; 31%
desired education; 22% desired Ito learn a trade; 16% desired employment;
14% desired travel; 11% desired to avoid thedraft; 20% desired a career;
others gave various reasons, and in some cases gave two or three
reasons, which accotints for more than 100% in the percentage breakdown.
From this survey, it is still apparent that about two out of every three
recruits enlist to learn a trade, but, in general, the specific trade de-
sired is very vague in their minds.
The average age of the male recruit entering the Navy at the
present time is 17. 9 years. The average educational level is currently
3
Naval Air Technical Training , Reasons for Enlistment in the Navy,
(Unpublished letter of 2 - February, 1951)

10. 7 years but may vary from 10 to 11. 7 years « over a period of time.
At this age, and with this educational background, his interests are
ver changeable. Today, he may be interested in becoming a Medical
Doctor; tomorrow, he may want to become a draftsman; whereas two
weeks ago, he may have been intent on becoming some type of engineer.
The changeability of vocational interests of men and women is discuss-
ed at great lengths by Edward K. Strong, Jr. , in 'Vocational Interests
of Men and Women' . He states that with young men of this age (15 to
25), "Increase in liking occupational items is apparently associated
with increase in familiarity. It is likely the sazne holds true to some
degree for other items. Changes in interest between 15 and 25 years may,
4
accordingly, be explained in part on the basis of familiarity". The com-
plete lack of familiarity of the new recruit with the Navy and with the
specific ratings and the work involved in those ratings, is considered
sufficient reason for not definitely commiitting him to a specific rating,
at the recruit level.
There is little doubt that the new recruit can be motivated in
almost any direction desired. He is irfluenced by the recruiting officer
under whom he first enlists; by old friends who have previously enlist
ed in the Navy; by the new friends he makes, enroute to or on first
4
E. K. Strong, Jr. , Vocational Interests of Men amd Women,
(Stanford University, Calif: Stanford Univ. Press, 1943) p. 291.
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arrival at tli« Racruit Training Caslar; by th« Company Commandar at
€li« Training Caniar; hy IHm iwHoita ln«lr«ietor«$ and taat, but not least,
hf tika paraan wIk> iatarvicwa him during the classification process.
Except, in a law nnuaual casea, 0ia naw raeruit can ba bigbly motiva
tad in any rating within the naval aerviea with little difficulty. Thia is
primarily doa to the entirely new sltuati^^m wl& which the recruit is
ancountarad. comblnad with his overall lack of familiarity and know*
ledge of tha Navy. It is a'-^t believed advaatagaous to ti^ naval service
Wf to tha Indlvidaal recruit to comnoiit a parson to a specific rating»
under such circumstances, except in ttie case of national emergency.
A» ahown by the survey of naw recruits, conducted in 1947
e
by tte Flald Itasaareh Section of the Buraao of Naval Personnel,
two out of every tiirea new recruits coma from cities of lass than
2S, 000 p<!>pulaticm. The nrxajority of them have never bean away from
l^mm and have never saan a sea going, combatant type ship. Thay
have no Idea whatsoever of what makes the wheals go arouad «m a
ahlp of the Navy. They have no concept of vdiat makes a ateal vessel
float, how It is propelled through the water, how it fights or how it
protects itself. Although he is given the maadxnum indoctrination
S
l«raau of Naval Peraonnel, Why Man Enliat*' (Waahingloa D.C.
Flald Aaaaarch Branch, 1943), pp. 1 - 8.
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possible in Navy life and routine during his recruit training, he is still
almost completely lost when he reports to an operating unit for his first
duty, on completion of recruit training. This is true, regardless of
the additional training he may be given at a Service School. If given
such training, he is still at almost a complete loss when lie reports for
active duty for the first time. If this duty is on board a ship, he has
no idea of how to find his way to the mess hall or the wash room, let
alone try to locate the equipment on which he has been trained to work.
It takes a considerable period of time for any individual to orient hinaself
on board a naval vessel. It is not a matter of hours or days, but normially
a period of months, dependent upon the size of the vessel to which he
has been assigned for duty. Thus, the training received at a Service
School is to a great extent wasted on thenew recruit. It is believed that,
except in case of dire emergency, each recruit graduate should have
a minimum period of one year of duty in the operating forces of the Navy,
prior to being sent to a Service School, in order that he may become in
doctrinated with life in an operating uiit of the fleet and have, at least,
a visual acquaintance with the equipment with which he will have to work.
As stated previously, this is not considered quite as necessary in the
case of Hospitalmen, Airmen, and Constructionmen, because of the
similarity of training conditions and equipment with that of actual operat-




One of the recognized principles of learning is that of 'Whole
versus Part Learning". " This is based on the prennise that better
learning takes place when the learner has a knowledge of the relation
ship of the part he is learning to the whole. If he is studying boilers,
for instance, he will learn more if he has had occasion to see boilers
in operation on a ship, than if he has only books or pictures to refer
to. If he is learning to become a Yeoman, he will learn nnorc if he
has had am opportunity to see what a Yeoman actually does in an operat-
ing unit of the fleet, than he will from classroom work and lectures.
And while training aids are used to a maximum extent in Service Schools
to simulate actual operations, they are, at best a poor substitute. There
fore, to send individuals to service schools, immediately upon comple-
tion of recruit training, violates one of the basic principles of learning.
The training of enlisted personnel is an expensive process, not
only from the financial point of view, but also from the manpower point
of view. In timie of emergency, the training in a Service School of all
eligible personnel at the recruit level, must be accepted. But in time
of peace, such a procedure is a luxury which the naval service can ill
afford. All formal school training m^ust be given with a view toward
6
E. R. Hilgard, Theories of Learning
, New York:
Appleton - Century - Croft's Inc. , 1948) , pp. 242-6.
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getting a maximum return on investment to the naval service. The num-
ber of individuals that can be trained in such a school is definitely limited
by budget and by enlisted personnel ceilings. Under such stringent re
strictions, the Navy can only afford to give formal school training to
those who show some promise and interest in making the Navy their career.
To select and train individuals in formal service schools, immediately
on completion of recruit training and before they have had an opportunity
to consider the naval service as a career, is considered extremely waste-
ful. A majorit^r of recruits are open-minded on first enlistment, as to
making the naval service a career. They are definitely interested, as
shown by the fact that they have enlisted. But they want to find out
whether or not they are going to like the work, and the life in the Navy
before committing themselves to a Navy career. Until such a time as
they have determined their liking for the Navy and have shown sotne in
dication of desiring to make the Navy a career it would appear to be a
waste of tinric and money to send therai to a service school for formal
training
.
While statistics are not at present available to support the state-
ment , it is estimated conservatively, that approxinnately 75% of all the
enlisted men and women trained in Service Schools during the five
years from 1946 to 1950 left the naval service at the end of their first
enlistment. In many cases, with the two-year enlistees, who were sent
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directly to a Service School on completion of recruit training, the Navy
received less than two months' actual service as a return on its invest
ment. In cases of the three -year enlistees, the actual service received
in return was often less than 1 1/2 years. If service in the future could
be depended upon in case of emergency, from the individuals trained in
this manner, such training might be considered well worth tiie effort.
But in the majority of cases, such future service is not forthcoming.
For this reason it is believed that a minimum period of obligated service
on completion of Service School training shoxild be mandatory, as well
as a minimxun period of duty in the operating forces, prior to selection
for a school. It is only by these means that the Navy can be assured that
it will get Sonne return on its investment.
To avoid the disadvantages that are apparent in the present en-
listed training system the following program is proposed:
(1) Alter the present classification system to the extent that
recruits will be classified into broad job families, i. e.
,
Rating Groups including similar ratings, to the maximum
possible extent on the basis of aptitudes, instead of to a
particular rating as is presently done in the case of service
school candidates.
(2) Modify basic recruit training to include approximately fifty
periods of occupational training in the field of the rating

$1
group for which the recruit is considered best fitted and
has the best probability of success.
(3) Send each recruit graduate to duty in an operating unit of
the fleet for a minimuxn period of one year, during \viiich
time he can observe the type of work involved in each
rating within the rating group for which he was class-
ified and select the one which appears to be most interest-
ing to him.
(4) Make further specialized training in a service school
available at the end of one year of on-the job training and
familiarization, and not \intil then.
A plan for Basic Occupational Training will be presented in
the following chapter. If this plan is adopted, it is believed that the
present practice of selecting enlisted men and women at the recruit
level for immediate training ill a service school can be eliminated, and the
pre-war minimum service requirements for entrance to a service school
can be reinstated. This should result in improved quality of recruit
graduates, as well as service school candidates, and more career-mind-
ed en listed men and women. It should prove highly desirable and bene-





Basic Occupational Training, as conceived in this study, is
the term applied to training in the fundamentals of a homogeneous group
of ratings, i . e. a job family or a group of positions requiring simil-
ar skills. The training conducted at the Airman School, the Aviation
School of Fundamentals, as established at the Navsil Air Technical
Training Center, Memphis, Tennessee, is of this nature.
All enlisted recruits would be required to complete this train-
ing just as all Airmen currently are required to complete the Airmen
School. It could be established as Advanced Recruit Training simply
by dividing the present training into two parts, one of which could be
called Basic while the second part could be called Advanced. Or it
could be termed a Class P (Preparatory) school. However, for the pur-
pose of this study, it would be given during the recruit training period
as an integral part of recruit training, and would be on a scale much
less extensive than that of a Class P school.




so highly successful in the aviation technical training program in
recent years, 1946 to 1951, that the coxripletion of Airman School has
been established as a mandatory requirement for ^11 aviation enlisted
personnel, by the Naval Air Technical Training Command. On the
basis of the success of this program, training in the basic fundament-
als of ail rating groups of the Navy, for general service, as well as
for aviation, enlisted personnel, is proposed in this study.
As an illustration of the degree of success of such training
it is interesting to compare the attrition rates of the various Navy
Service Schools, Class A. For those schools that do not require the
satisfactory completion of a school of fundamentals, i. e. , the Service
Schools for other than aviation ratings, the attrition rate during the
fiscal year 1949 was 9. 94%. Whereas the attrition rate for the aviation
Service Schools, which required the prior satisfactory completion of the
Airman School, during the first half of fiscal year 1950 was only 2. 63%.
The difference in these rates of attrition is 7. 31%. Since training in
the basic fundamentals is the major distinct variable between the two
types of service schools under comparison, this difference can be at-
tributed to that training. If this rate differential is applied to the total
Naval Air Technical Training Center, Airman Study
,
(Memphis,
Tenn. , unpublished, 1950). pp. 1-13.
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of approximately 30,000 students who were sent to the general service
Class A Schools during the fiscal year 1949, it amounts to 2,193 such
students who naay have failed to complete the course of instruction
because they had not been given training in a school of fundamentals.
If a large proportionof these losses can be salvaged by the training given
in a school of fundatnentals , then such training must be considered as
being well worth the effort.
The decision of the Naval Air Technical Training Command to
make the prior satisfactory completion of the Airman School a mandatory
requirement for all naval aviation enlisted personnel was undoubtedly
predicated on the basis of the highly technical nature of modern aviation
equipment, i. e., aircraft structures, engines, armament, navigation,
radio, radar, electrical and atixiliary, and the fact that such complex
eqtiipage requires highly skilled technical personnel to operate and m.ain-
tain it. The only manner by which naval aviation can obtain such trained
people is to train new recruits to the level of technical ability considered
necessary. Fromi the safety viewpoint, naval aviation cannot afford to
assign duties connected with aircraft in any way, to untrained individuals.
The decision has therefore been made that all aviation enlisted personnel
must satisfactorily fcomplcte the basic training in the Aviation School of
Fundamentals
.
One naerely has to glance at a modern combatant type of naval
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vessel to realize that it is of enormous complexity. In fact, the size
and complexity of an aircraft carrier, a battleship, cruiser, destroyer
or sub -marine is such that a complete understanding of it is far beyond
the capability of the majority of people. The main engines, aiixiliaries,
offensive and defensive ax nament, electric etnd electronic equipraent
arc all equally, if not naore, complex, than those of aircraft. The men
who are required to operate and maintain such equipnient must have
technical training equivalent to that given aviation personnel. From the
safety viewpoint, the training of shipboard enlisted personnel also is
of great importance; such training is almost as essential as it is for
aviation personnel.
To illustrate this point, it is desired to relate an incident which
occurred recently on an aircraft carrier. An untrained enlisted man, who
had been on board the ship only a very short time, turned one small valve
up in the super -structure of the ship, just to find out what wovild happen.
The resxilt was that an entire sprinkler system was immediately activat-
ed which flooded many conapartments with water, which damaged a great
amount of extremely valuable and delicate equipment. In similar situations,
the turning of one small valve, moving of one lever, or pulling one elec-
trical switch might cause an even more serious disaster, to say nothing
of what could happen if a naked flame, such as that of a match or cig-
arette lighter, were permitted in close proximity to a powder magazine.
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Under such circumstances an entire vessel might be destroyed, with
tremendous loss of life, Basic occupational training, which would
include considerable instruction in safety precautions and proceedings
would tend to prevent the possibility of such incidents. The training
of all enlisted men in general service ratings, in the fundamentals of
their rating group should be of considerable value in the enlisted train-
ing program.
There is little doubt that training in basic fundamentals is high-
ly successful and most desirable. But it is extremely expensive in
terms of money, time and manpower, as it is now being conducted in
the Airman School. It is doubtful that the advantages gained by the op-
eration of a special school for this purpose, as is currently the policy
of the Naval Air Technical Training Command can justify the expendi-
ture of funds, time and manpower that is incurred.
It is suggested that it may be xinnecessary to allot eight
weeks to the training in the fundannentals of a rating group. It seems like
ly that a part of the current curriculum of the Airman School (Appendix
n) can be eliminated without serious loss. Such extensive training as
is now being given, while highly desirable, may be a luxury, which the
naval service can ill-afford, except in times of absolute necessity, such
as that of a national emergency. Many of the subjects which are includ-
ed in the curriculum, could probably be elim^inated or the time alloted to

ntli«>s« •tibjtets cofitidcrafaly reduced, vdth littl« or n^ !<»•• Iti tii« 9md
prfikhiet* For insume* 100 iMMtrs of th* total }J^ lumr* «U«iitt««E far tb*
eotire eovir**, ar« assigned to iastructl<m in msth«msties, layouts Mid
physics. All eti thi9 instructloa could bs alimiMttsd for thoss stad«Cits
«iMi ar* sot baiaf aest to technical schools, aiMl far thosa stud««ts wh&
ara salectad for nam tachnical schcK>ls. The tine devoted t<» several
•Hmt subjects currently beiag gives in the Airman school might be eliminated
or the time allotted to tiMim reduced, in a similar manoer.
It is believed that a satisfactory eaurse of instruction in the
basic fundamentals for any oim rating groap can b«e constructed so Otat
it can be given in $0 hours. This wamM, be the eqalvaleat of two fifty
mkiati periods oi iaatruction per day during the last five vMtefcs of
recruit training. While this is not sufficient to sover fully all the faada*
MMltals of a rating groi^. It wc^uld be better than n .* training at all is
this area as Is the current policy for general service ratings. It is the
type el easrse of instruction which for the purpose i^i this stxidy . i» re-
ferred to sa Bsalc Oecsfatitmal Training. It is folly recogtdaed th«it the
fO havra course, suggested abova, is not e^ittal to the 320 hours of is
struction currently balsg glvas in the Airman school. It is nat considered
that it need be. It Is believed, however, that in 50 periada of occupational
trslslsg, inr exasr>|de, a^reaftan recruit can be given a sufficie.'iit an^c>unt
al training in flreraom asd engine rs^oni procedures to impr ve his poten
tial valae tathe operating f rcet appreciahly. la » il^ manner, m H^^spital
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Corps recruit co\ild improve his value, and clerical recruits could be given
sufficient training in official correspondence and in filing procedures to
improve tiieir potential value.
Basic Occupational Training, as described herein, has been dis -
cussed at considerable length with the Conunander of the Recruit Training
Command. He stated that he considered the proposed plan to be sound,
practical and feasible. He further stated that he believed that sufficient
periods for the giving of such training could be nnade available within the
current recruit training curriculunn (show in Appendix I) with little or no
detrimental effect. By reducing some of the time currently allotted to
general subjects and drills in the present course, the Basic Occupational
Training could be fitted into therecruit training program without increas
ing the over all length of the training period. The Commander of the
Service School jGommand also concurred with the concept of Basic Occu
pational Training. He expressed the belief that such training would
not only improve the quality of the recruit graduate but at the same time
would, with the added experience gained during the required year of sea
duty prior to entry into a service school, greatly improve the quality
of the students in the Service Schools.
^ 9di at BinabuiB sdi \o
T4
In order to suppi^rt the hypoth«sit that such ft proposed
course of training in th« basic londamsatals of the various rating
groups is feasible and can be adoplsd to the current curriculum of
recruit training, a sehedole has been prepared and is attached to
this study as Appendix IH. Such a schedule would meet the require
ments of ttie Basic Occupatloaal Training in that it would permit
ftlty periods to be allotted to that type ^A instruction. The Tabls of
Time Allotments for Reduced Lengths of Recruit Training, as given
la Curriculum for Recruit Training* was used as tbebasis for pre
paring this schedule, in pvopariag this schedule, a reduction in time
allotted to the various subjects was made only in those subjects in
which a reduction occurred In the table in case of a redwcod over -011
Isagth of recruit training.
In the fifty periods allotted to occupational training by this
schedule, thirty could be allotted to the basic fundamsntals, ten to
safety precautions and ten to the use of hand to<^s or some similar
allocation. The subjects to be included in this training would be de
poadomt on the rating group for which the training Is designed. Thus
the aviation group might receive the training alloeatod above; the cler>
ical group might receive thirty periods In Navy official correspondence.
2
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language and procedures, ten periods in the filing system, and ten
periods in typing; and the engineering group might receive thirty periods
in fireroom and engine room procedures, ten periods in safety precau-
tions and ten periods in the use of hand tools. The actual areas to be
covered, subjects to be included in those areas and amoiint of time to
be devoted to each subject, for each rating group should be determined
by a separate study, by the Curriculum Section of the Training Division
of the Bureau of Naval Personnel. Additional periods might be made
available to the various rating groups, by substituting specialized
drills that are adopted to that rating group for other generalized drills.
Thus the Clerical group might substitute additional periods for typing
for some of the seamanship drills, the engineering group might sub-
stitute boiler 'lighting off" and "securing" drills for signal drill, or
the aviation group might substitute survival at sea drills for some of
the drills in deck seamanship. Such substitutions are refinements to
the proposed course that could be impleznented as the course progres-
sed. But the schedxile as prepared can be adopted without seriously
disupting the current recruit training curriculum. Therefore the pro-
posed Basic Occupational Training is feasible.
The actiial administration of the proposed program of occupa-
tional training should not present any problems of a serious nature,
since there is no necessity for any reorganization of the present recruit
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companies. The recrftits wotild remain with their assigned companies
and attend all classes and drills together except for the periods assign-
ed to occupational training. For those periods, the company coiild
break tip into squads of individuals who are in the same rating group,
and marched to the area of instruction, in a similar manner to that
carried out by the company at present. Som^e of the instruction could
be conducted in the class rooms that would be made available by the re-
duction proposed in some of the subjects in the present curriculum,
while it might be necessary to conduct others notably the technical sub-
jects, within the Service School area. Additional instructors, espec-
ially in the aviation training, would be required, but these could be ob-
tained from the current Airman School, if that school were closed as
a restilt of adopting the proposed training program. In other groups,
the instructors that are now used to teach the ftindamentals in each
rating might be used effectively.
The classification and assignment of recruits to rating groups
does not create a serious problem, since all recruits are required to
take the Navy basic test battery and have the personal interview under
the present recruit training program. The classification and interview-
ing personnel should be able to classify the recruits effectively to the
various rating groups in a more efficient manner than to the specific
ratings. They will not be hampered to theextent they are at present by

having to accept the intial cla«*ific«tis>ii ot recruits ^f^iio hK<99 hmmn en
listed uadar apaclal proeurafXMiit program* for a apaeifle rating and bff
IwtBg raquirad to m««t tha various service school quotas aasignad by
Hm Bmraaii of Msval I^raoaaal.
RATINO QRQtnPS
EaclilMW recruit is aaaigaad a Navy Job Claaaillcatton num-
bar during recruit traialag« on the basis of bis scores in the basic
test battery and bis personal interview. The various classilicationa*
togati9«r with tha Job description, as detarmined by job aaatysis, are
listed in the Manual of Enlisted Navy Job Classificationa. Each job
daasification as listed in this publication, poaaasses its own pattern
of aptitudes. And while the pattern* <>f aptitudaa may vary consider >
ably for the various joba. maay of the pattaraa are quite aimilar in
that tti€y may have several individual attributes in comnnton. Thoae
jobs that do have aimilar pattama of aptitudea may ba grouped C(Mcivaa*
iaatly into homoganaoua groups which frequently are referred to aa
Job FantUiaa.
The Manual of Cualification for Advancement in RaUag lists
all naval enlisted ratinga under twelve major grotq^. Thaaa groups are
aatablisbed on the basis of occupational relationship and organiau&tional
eii^fa&aaace. Thua aa Aviatfoa Storekeeper ia placed in the Aviation group,
rather than the Clerical group; the Construction Electric las is in the
Caaatruction group rather than the Electrical group; and the Aviation
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Electronics Technician in the Aviation group rather than the Elec-
tronics group. The Hospitalman is in the Medical group and the
Dental Technician is in the Dental Group. It is evident in the above
that organizational cognizance is the primary factor in the above
ratings. In most of the other ratings the occupational relationship
is the primary factor. Considerable dissatisfaction with the current
grouping of ratings has been expressed from time to time, but no
positive action has been taken to change it. It is believed that any
revision that might be made would have to be a compromise between
the two factors, because of the control of expenditure of funds by the
various Bureaus of the Navy Department.
Havy Job Classifications for the various rating groups are
listed in the Manual of Enlisted Navy Job Classifications under the
term Recruit, Potential Striker Codes, which are defined as follows:
"Recruit, Potential Striker Codes. -- These codes
0010 to 0029, inclusive, have been established to identify
recruits who show a marked aptitude for a group of ratings;
they will generally be assigned during recruit training. "
This general definition is followed with the individual classification
code numbers with specific definitions of each of the rating groups
and the ratings included within each of the groups. Thus the necessary
Navy Job Classifications for the Basic Occupational Training arc al-
ready in existence.
It is within the concept of the proposed program that each
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recruit be assigned a Navy Job Classification in one of these general
groups, rather than in a specific rating as is currently done in the
case of those selected for immediate service school training. Sach
classification would be based on the aptitude pattern of the recruit
as indicated by the scores attained in the basic test battery , combined
with the personal interview. It is believed that an individual can be
selected for a rating group, as suggested above, with a greater de-
gree of accuracy than he can for a specific rating. It is only logical
to assuxne that if it is possible to select individuals for rating "A"
with a certain chance of success, for rating "B" vnth a different
chance of success, or for rating "C" with a still different chance of
success, it would be possible to select individuals for a rating group,
which included all of those ratings, with a much greater degree of pre-
dictability, provided those ratings were of a similar nature.
OBJECTIVE
The mission and objective of Basic Occupational Training is
to improve the potential value of each new recruit ik4io enters the nav-
al service, by giving him training in the fundamentals of the rating
group for which he has been classified. In order to carry out tiiis
mission, each recruit must be classified in accordance with the pattern
of his aptitudes and interests as revealed by his scores on the various
tests of the basic test battery and the personal interview. By classifi-

to
€«tion within a ratiag group* rather than a apacilic rating, th« chaacca
«l placing each n«w recruit in the ti'pe of wotJk. tor which he ie beat
fitted are vastly increased. Thus, a secondary objective of Basic
Oeempatlonal Training is to tnprovc the efficiency of enlisted dassl-
Hcatlon, and aa a raaultt allml»a«a to a majdmum degre« llM miaplace -
meat ot personnel. In this ntaMMir* aot only Is the quality of tibe recruit
graduate improved, but the interest and morale of each ladlvldHal, aa
well as that of the naval service as a whole, also is improved.
The mission might better be stated aa, >• To train the most
mea« to the maidmam axteat posalblc. In the least amount of tlnsa aad
in the most eeoAomlcal manner.
The secondary nnlssion might then be stated as, • To Im-
pHUim the classlfic atlon and selection of all enlisted personnel v>f the
aaval service.
In the case of the Women Accepted for Voluntear Emergeney
Service, normally referred to as tha WAVES, Basic ><:cupatlonal
Training sho\ild prove esttremely valuable. In many cases it should
prove sufficient to prepare tham to ina«t adequately ttie requirements
of the duties which they will be required to perform In the naval servtea*
without additional training la Claaa "A" schools. Girls entering the
VAVES are ccmslderably older than the male recruits and have had
•««slderable more practical experience. The average age of theWAVE
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on first enlistment is 20. 7 years as compared to 17. 7 for the male.
Many of the WAVES have had considerable experience in
cleric ail work and prior to enlisting are capable of typing at much
higher rates than required for petty officer rating. Others have had
experience in filing* secretarial and personnel work. During fifty
hours of training in the basic fundamentals of the clerical group,
these WAVES can be given sufficient instruction in the forms and
methods used in the Navy and the principles of official correspondence
to meet the requirements of the practical situation they will encounter
when they report to their first active duty station. Since many of the
enlisted WAVES have an initial aptitude and ability for as well as
experience in, clerical work, they should be used in that type of work,
at least until they have had one year of service at an active duty sta-
tion andhave had an opportunity to observe the requirements of the
various ratings which are currently open to women. In the case of
those WAVE recruits who have special aptitudes for aviation or Hos-
pital Corps ratings, Basic Occupational Training should prove equally
as adequate as for male recruits.
At the present time 60% of all womien that enlist in the Navy
are selected for further training in one of the service schools. This
represents a much higher percentage than that permitted for male re-
cruits. The majority of ratings for which they are considered quali-
fied are within the Clerical Group, such as Yeoman, Personnelmam,

8lorttlM«pex', Telcmaa, IHibursing Cl«rk •ad J ^urnallst, thcAvla
Uoa Grmip, 9wsh »• A«v»gi*«flMMP, Avl«li<Mi 3l«»r«k€*p«r, Air Control
m«ii and Training Deirlces Man or Hia M^tpltal Grouf« auch aa Hoa -
pttnl Corpsman and Dental Technician. In view ol the extensive ex-
pcrience that many female recruits have had in clerical work. Basic
Oecttpatioaal Training in the fundamentals of the Clerical Group shc>uld
ha an^iple to enable them to fulfill all the duties assigned them at their
first duty statiorn in a highly satiafaetory manaer. To spend fram tan
to foitrtaan weeks instructing such personnel in typing , filing and
eorr«ap«::»ndence would h% wasteful.
METHOD OF UTIUZATIs>H
In order to train Hie maximujsn numbav of OMn in the minimum
iMfth id tima and in tiM moat economical maaaar, it is suggeatad Hutt
•aale Oecnpalional Training be given at the Recruit Training Centers«
M an Intagral part 4:^ the recruit training. This can be ac«ainfllah«4
•imply by calling the first five weeks of the present recruit training
**tealc Recruit Training' , and the last five weaka "Basic Occi^atioail
Training ,
In the current recruit training curriculum (A]^^ndix 1), the
recruit completes the test battery Auring the first week of traiiUag.
The personal interview is given during the fourth weak» and by the end
<tf the fifth week, classification and selection have bean completed. Had
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the classification been conducted* as recommended within this study,
i.e. , for a rating group rather than for a specific rating, each recruit
would be ready to commence Basic Occupational Training, on comple-
tion of the fifth week. However, since each recruit is required to per-
form one week of service work, i. e. , serving food, washing dishes and
cleaning, the actual start of Occupational Training may be delayed un-
til the start of the seventh week. For practical purposes, such service
work can be interspersed tiiroughout the training period as service days,
rather than as an entire service week, in that case. Occupational Train-
ing could be started during the sixth week.
The offering of Basic Occupational Training during the last
half of recruit training docs not necessitate any major revision of the
current recruit training currictilum. The present curriculum can con-
tinue in the same manner as it has been operating, with the one excep-
tion, that occupational training in the basic fundamentals of a rating
group wo\ild be substituted for one, or if possible, two, fifty minute
periods of present recruit instruction each day, during the last five
weeks. (See Appendix HI). During these periods of occupational instr-
uction, those classified in the Engineering Group could receive instruc-
tion in fireroom and engincroom procedures, in safety precautions in
handling oil, and possibly in the use of hand tools. Those classified in
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thm Aaxnmistxrativd aad Clerical Group could r«c«ive iu»tructiou in
official correspoxidencft in the Navy filing systetn anU in the U6« o£
Navy lorinft. Those claftsifi«:d in the jL^L^cixunicft Group could receive
instruction in the fundamentals cmT elc»ctricity» in safet/ precautions
aad in tne use oi haxkd toola. Xiu»6e clasaified £ur aviii^on could
receive instruction in aviation fundamentals, nomenclature, survival
procedures, aviiU^ion rating structure and soxue use of hand tools. The
Ordnance Group could receive instruction in gunnery and fire control
problems, in safety precautions in the handling of ammunition, and
sonte practical wori^ with guns and ordnance equipiXient. Those class-
ified for the Hospital Group could receive instruction in first aid,
snedical procedures, and safety precautions, l^ach rating group could
receive instruction in the basic fundainentals of the work in which that
group is to be einployed.
Basic Occupational Training, as proposed in this study, should
prove equally as beneficial to aviation enlisted personnel as to the
g(i«i ral service. Such a program may not be considered as am accept
>
able substitute for the Aviation School of Fundamentals by the Naval
Air Technical Training Coisrimand, as will be discussed in the following
chapter. However, that should in no wcy detract from its over -all
value, since it is designed primarily for the training of general service
enlisted men and wojoien. The xnaidmum benefit can be derived frotn
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such a program only if this training is made available and applicable
to all enlisted personnel at the Recruit Training Centers, as an in-
tegral part of recruit training. But regardless of the acceptance or
non-acceptance of the proposed training by the Naval Air Technical
Training Command, it is believed that a sufficient improvement in
the potential value of general service recruit graduates can be attain-




DISCUSSION OF BASIC OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING
In order that the Navy may carry out the mission assigned
to it by Congress in a successfud manner, it is mandatory that it
maintain its operating forces at the highest peak of efficiency. To
do this, it is necessary to maintain a Shore Establishment of con-
siderable size, not only for repair, maintenance and logistic support
of the operating forces, but also for purposes of administration.
However, the major portion of all personnel (approximately 65%)
of the naval service are based on shlps^at stations located outside the
continental limits of the United States or in operational units such as
aircraft squadrons.
For purposes of rotation, duty on board a ship or in an op
erational \init attached to one of the fleets is termed "sea duty" while
duty in the Naval Shore Establishment is termed "shore duty". Since
duty on board a ship or in an operational unit of the fleet is consider-
ed of primary importance, it has been a traditional policy in the Navy
that the first duty assignment for all officers and men be "sea duty".
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After completing a tour of duty at sea, the length of which is depend
ent upon the rank or rate of the individual and on the needs of the ser
vice, he may be given a tour of shore duty, which is normally of two
years* duration. The sea duty requirement is waived in thecase of
WAVES who are not authorized to perform duties on board ship.
On the basis of the above policy, there are no billets (jobs)
allocated to graduate recruits (Apprentices) in the Navad Shore Es-
tablishment, under the current Personnel Plan. All graduate recruits
are expected to go to sea on completion of their recruit training in
order that they may complete their apprenticeship, learn their duties
and be advanced in rating. That some graduates of recruit training
have been, in the past, and arc currently, selected for and ordered
directly to a service school imLznediately after completion of recruit
training, is a matter of expediency. It has been considered necessary
in order to meet the needs of the forces afloat.
Since all recruits are normally required to perform sea
duty on completion of recruit training, and since the greater percent-
age of enlisted personnel are in the operating forces, the training
at the Recruit Training Centers concentrates on preparing all recruits
for that type of duty. (Sec Appendix I ).
Basic Occupational Training, as proposed in this study, is
based primarily on improving the quality of recruit training in order
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to increase the potential value of a recruit so that he rnay be better
qualified to assume bis duties in an operating unit of the fleet. In the
foU->wlng discussion of the proposed training, the major portion of
the reasoning will be presented in terms of its applicability and re-
lationship to duty in operational units of the fleet.
The amount of improvement in the quality of recruit grad-
uates that can be eaqpected as a result of this training, depends on
the amount of occupational training given and probably is in direct
proportion t^ it. The amount of occupational training thiat can be
allotted to each recruit is dependent on the time and the fvnds that
are available for such training. Where ample time and funds are
available for training pruposes, a special school of fcmdam;entals,
such as that currently in use in aviation technical training undoubted
ly would prove highly beneficial to all enlisted personnel. Norm^ally,
iMiwever, time is an essential factor and funds are so limiited that the
establishment of such a school is considered impractical for general
service personnel. Therefore Basic Occupational Training has been
proposed in this study as a practical means of giving instructions in
the basic fundamentals of thevarious rating groups within the time and
funds allocated for recruit training.
In attempting to estintate the the probablr success oi such
training, it has been found most difficult to obtain a criterion which
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can be defended in all instances. As stated in the report of the AIR
MAN SCHOOL STUDY, which was recently conducted at the Naval
Air Technical Training Center, Memphis, Tennessee:
"The choice of criteria to be used as an index of
"success" or failure' presented something of a problem
inasmuch as none could be found that coxild be defended
beyond a certain point. The one selected and used in
this study was the final average of the trainees in both
AN (P) School and the Class "A" schools. The weakness
in the use of this criterion lies essentially in two facts
(1) that there is no evidence of a conclusive nature to
indicate that a trainee who makes a high final average
while under instruction will be a correspondingly high
quality technician with an operating unit, (2) the final
averages in the several schools are computed, in part,
from highly subjective "practical ' grades assigned to
trainees by instructors. "
The Research and Development Section in the Air Train-
ing Command of the United States Force has encountered a similar
2
problem as stated in Research Bulletin 48-4,
"VALIDATION CRITERIA. While they are admittedly
not an ideal criterion, technical school grades will be
utilized as the initial criterion for test validation amd
revision. An Analysis of these school grades has been
initiated, and eventually it is planned to carry out an
extensive research program in the technical schools in
order to yield data which will enable the schools to improve
Naval Air Technical Training Center, Airman School Study
,
(unpublished; Mennphis, Tenn. , undated), p. 1.
2
Air Training Command, U. S. Air Force, Restricted, Research
Bulletin 48-4, Development of the Airman Classification Test
Battery, (Hdqrs.
, Air Training Command, Barksdale Air Force
Base, La., November, 1948), p. 22.
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their evaluative procedures. The aviation psychologists
in the Strategic Air Command are now engaged in devel-
oping adequate on-the-job criterion measures for all
major technical specialties. When such measures be-
come available, it will be possible to validate tecnhical
school grades as well as the airman tests. It is hoped
that validation patterns for on-the-job success will
parellel those for school success. However, if they do
not, the discrepencies will necessarily have to be re-
solved in favor of on-the-job criteria in the case of
combining weights for aptitude indexes, and modifica-
tions in technical schools curricula and grading proced-
ures will be in order. "
The reasons for the difficulty in obtaining a positive
on-the-job criterion for measuring the degree of success or fail-
ure of training, as expressed in the above studies, lie in the fact
that (1) recruit graduates and service school graduates are distrib-
uted throughout the naval service in widely separated areas of the
world on completion of training, making a close comparison of
abilities difficult to the degree of virtual impossibility; (2) the work
assigned to the individual graduates varies over a wide range of con-
tent as well as degree of difficulty: (3) methods of measurement are
at present entirely subjective in character; and (4) rating officers
vary in their rating experience, characteristics and ability to a
considerable extent. Thus, to date, no sound objective type of cri-
terion has been discovered by «<rhich the success, degree of success
or failure of training can be measured.
Jn lieu of such a criterion, the final average grades of

n«f grmAsmtmn at thm Alrauui school wovo eomfarod with the tioaX
»v«rag« fr«(le» ol tho •mxxm •liidoiiU ia avUtioo servico schoolSt
CU«« 'A**. Of ttii 491 Stttdoiit* in f&« inltiol oxpOftratsUil «o«Uol
groups, 381 w«r«s »ol«ct«d lor aorvieo sckools. Class ' A ', st ths
MmmI Atr Tochiiicsl TralaUif Csalsr, AAompUs, Tsaasssss. Of
this groop 377 succssslull/ completed the requir«4 courses in Class
'*A'* schools. The eorrslatioft betwoea tho Haal average grades of
this gtottp la Class "A'' schools aad their llaal average grades ia
me Airmaa school was . 60 for th* overall gv«vp. For the iadiv-
Idaal «cbo«ds the JfoUowiag corrected correlati 'OS were obtained:
Aviatioa Electronic Techaiclsa School 64
Aviatioa Metajsmith School 81
AvtaHoa hiechaalc School. • •..• 75
Aviation Electricians School. . • • 67




Ffooi the high correlations fouad between the final aver-
ages of these aviation Class 'A*' service schools aad the flaal av>
erages of ttM Airmaa school* as showa above, it may be coacludod
that tfiore is a definite relationship botweoa staccess ia the Class




OfCU., pp. 12 -U.

nThm Aviation F1iol0gr*ph«r*ft Mute school is tb« only ssrv*
ice schv^ol. Class A', ia tlit bavsI ssrvics wbsrc gsnsral s«rvic«
rattles mad aviation ratings are trainad together ia the same cvurrte-
i^liink. This school, fviilch is located at th« Naval Air Station, Pmrnmrn-
eola, Florida. Is used to train the F1botographcr*s Mate ratings, as
well as the Aviation Photographer *s Male ratings. Thus an opportun-
ttf axiina at Hiis school to obtain a direct comparison het^ivaea llu»a«
•tud^nts vi4io have eompleted a school in basic fundamentals (Airmaa
school) and those vrho haipv aet. TIm Ibllowlai data was ttMralora
compiled irom the records of that school lor the period of I Joly,
1949 to 30 Jtoe, I9S0.
iciwdi Ha. Slttd<ents Setbacks % Failores %
AvtaHott Fllolographer*s Mate SOI 41 S. 2 S 1.4
l*lKilOfrapher*s Mate 229 94 2S.6 • S.S
This data indicates that the graduates of the basic school
of fundamentals ehow a definite superiority ovmr those vrhe are not,
since it shows IS. 4% fewer setbacks, and 1.9% fewer failurea.
Whereas it would be much mtore coaelnsive evidence if aa
aHJactlve crltericmt each as work performance in operating naits of tbm
fleet, was available for evaluattoa of graduates of a aehoel of basic
fundamentals, tt is believed that, lacking such a criterion, there is
sufficient evidence adduced herein to substantiate the belief tturtt grad*
uales of stich a schaol are superior to noa*gradaales. On a similar
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ba«U of reasoning, it c«a b« consld«r«d highly probahl* that a grad-
uate of foe proposed Basic Occupaticmal Training would b« superior
to fhe present recruit graduate who has not had such tralnta|K«
Upon concretion of recruit training, each gradxxate is ad>
sauced in rating from Eeeruit to Apprentice. If he is assigned to
engineering duties, he becomes a Firemaa Apprentice; if assigned to
geiMral service duties, an Airman Apprentice; if to Hospital Corps
duties, a Hospitalman Apprentice; and if to construction duties, a
Construction man Apprentice. If he is selected for service school
training in a specific rating, he is given an apprentice rating in the
•ama maaaer, Ht retaiaa tiM apprentice rating until he completes
the service school or fulfills tiie requiretnexxtK for pronciotion to the
ae:itt pay grade, thus completing his apprcntJcesbip,
Opon conspletion of service school training, he is assigned
a special designating symbol and Nav^' Job Classification, to indicate
^at he is a qualified striker for the specific rating in which he has
been trained. Thus a graduate of the Electrician Mate school is d«s«
igaatcd an £lectrlcian's( Firen^an Apprentice Mate; a graduate of the
IClectronics Technician schocd is designated an Electronics Techni-
cian* Seaman Apprentice, or an Electronics Technician Seaman, if
ha has completed his apprenticeship durini; his isvork at the school.
Since six months is considered the minimum period in which the appren-

ticeship caa be comf»lct*4» oaly studiciils oi ^om •«rvic« M:liaal#
«lltos« course* mrc ol greater ^b»n six monCht' duratl^i are able to
ftwupleti ttutlr apfreatieealiip duriiig the c<>uree of laatructlon. They
are required to {»aaa the examiaatlMi aad meet ail other requirements
lar advancement in raHag, regardless of Uie fact t)iat they are under
Instructkm.
The recroit graduates. nHho are sent direct to sea duty
ott coxn|detloa of recruit training* are advanced in rating as aa«a as
they have con^^ted their apprenticeship and fulflU all the other re -
quiremea^s for advancement in rating, A Seaman Apprentice is thus
promoted to a Seaman, and a Fireman Apprentice to a Fireman. Air
tfM same tirrie, they may ha given a daalgaatteg symbol and a Navy
Jfeh Classificfttion« as aooa as they have fulfilled the requirensMUta
mm! demonstrated their proficiency for a specific rating. Thus a
Seaman ^pprentlee may become a YeeiiMni Seaman A^^eatice H^mn
miAvmmemd to a Yeoman Seaman, or a Fireman Apprentice may become
m BoUerman Fireman Apprentice ^Rfho can advance to BoUerman
Fireman. This can be readily accomplished through in-service
tratniag. Sasic Oeenpntional Training would tend to promote this
type of advancernent to a maximum degree.
Under current procedures, all recruits receive exneHy
the same training, regardless of the fact that they may have been

ngIvMi MU^ftnt a|i|^r«a!tlc« r«llftg« aceomllag to tlM ty^ of «rork for
«^cib tk^/ iktm Cs>fij»l4er«d bit^t fitted. Ft^m th« stMsidpolfii ol train*
ingi a&f ^KMs of the r^crutt grftduotcs cmtHA perform tii« work «ad
dyriU«» ol any ot3i«r ofltft* i. e.t tiMi S««m«a A|ipre£«&ic« could parform
Ailist of tii« i^ftpltal Appirentice; or Hut ComtractUMirwa Apprentice.
&« dotlcs of tke S—wtfai i^p^eat&ce. Yet different rating Ilelde
aadHftvy lab Ciaeeificatian Codee are aeeigaed by the ci&sstAcatlea
pereomiel* ftoieiy qu the tMisis of ecor«^« attaixied in tl»e test battery
•ad tite personal interview.
U recruits are ctaeeified for the varl»ue hraaches of Hm
aavftl service, and assigaed Navy S^h CJIasslflc&tioa Codes* oa tkm
basis of the class ificatloa aad test procedures, they shoald be given
varied training during tfie recrmit training period. Such training
sltonld b« ta ^km areas of work for which the^^ hava baaa classified.
mM Naval Air Technical Trainiag Cammand doen this by giving all
aviation enlisted paraaaftel training In the Airman School, on comple-
tion of recruit trailing*
Training in the basic fuadaxxsai^als of the other groapa
of general service ratings could aad should be given to all enlisted
recruits in a nsaaaar ataailar to that given all aviation enlisted ra-
eralte. The only practicahia placa that such training can be givaa
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l« at tlM Recruit Traiaiag Ccaters. Th* aaly Urn* tlMt It c«a b«
given «lf«ctiv«ly is dturiag recruit tr«iiilaK» ft* an integral part ei
ttuMt tvalslag*
vj&ce a recruit has received Basic Oc€upatidi:iai Traiskiag
la fha ratlag groi^ for twlOch 1m» ie daeaified, it ie believe that ha
wlli ha better prepared a&d more qualifiad ta report oa hoard ahlp
for duly aad parlorm the duties aaaigaed hixsx. He ia givaa a Navy
Jah Classificatioo aad aormaUy will be aaaigaad datiea ia the area 4»l
work ior «d»lch he ia cottaidarad heal lltled. He ia already a squara
peg that is prepared to lit a a^piara hole, because he ia placed in the
type of work which he is best qualiAed to perform. He wiU have tha
appaftaalty to select the apeciXic ratiag in which he caa plaa his
carear ax»i *ili have the maacimain chance of succesa aad personal
aatiafactioa in that rati»g.
Recruit Graduate Availability to tha CSparattay Forcea .
If the potential value of the recrvdt graduate is increased
appreciablvt a* concluded above, by virtue of having had occupa-
tioaal traiaiagf he caa ha ordered directly to duty ia operating units
of the fleet on completion of recruit traiatag aad ha able to carry owl
the duties aahigned him within his rating group in a fairly capable
flCHUttiar. It would thaa ba uaaecessary to continue the current policy
ol aaadiag lar^e anmhers of recruit graduates directly to service

•elMMils for iav^bmv tralnlMg ^or to or4«]ring them to duty with fUm
«f«v«ttaf lore**.
Currently i^roicim«tely t iwfty f*r e«at of all recruits
*r« ft»*iga«d to avti^aB duties, ellh*r on iSim %iurti •€ elft0#illc«tloB
or by direct procurcmoirt. A larg* p«rc«aiftg* of th« remaiaiag r«-
erults, ilcoiM!i!«red •llglbl*, mrm soitt directly to a •«rvlce school
for further tralai&g. As * result, the (^rating forces receive very
tmw men directly from recruit training, and such men as they do re-
ceive are of the lower caliber. The services of those sent to service
school, though sorely needed in the operating forces, arc lost for an
addittrwal period of ten to forty-two weoha, dependent on tiM length
of the various service schools.
There was a period, in recent years, vdien the forces afloat
were having to ccmduct operations with less than fifty per cent of their
authoriased complement, while the service schools were Hlled to over-
flowing witik competent graduate recruits, most of whcMcn were high
school graduitfes. At tlM same time, ttkere were over four thousaz^
Avintiatt Apprentices (Airmen) waiting to be processed through th*
Airman school, some of whom had to wait for abont six months to
enter this school. The operating forces were crying for men, yet




if tint 0pmr9i^ka% forces could bm *»»ur«4 of r«e«ivii^ •«rv>
ice »eii9ol grAduates in a conllaacms How, equal to tiie iiumi>ei' oi
recruit* that It woiaUl get from recruit training If no aerirlce school
•todeitta were ecleeted, tt woold be hl|^y eatisfactory. la other words,
U the rats of Uow of service eehoiA graduates were to equal the rate
of flow of gradnates froxn rctcrult traiaiag* Iha operatteg force* would
receive technically trained ]>ersonnei in the same numbers that it
mwM receimi vacvoll graduates* Theoretically» such a flow eaa ha
•ttaiaed* but in actual practice • this does not happen. Short periods
af iHlgtMitawt, eataadad periods of school courses due to failures,
a*t<*1taeks» otnergency leaves and illnesaes, e xtremely long coursea
of Instruction, hardship discharges and discharges for disciplinary
re^Mons, all haws an effect on the availability gf service school grad*
oales to the forces afloat, bi many eaaes during recent years* latt«
viduals have enlisted in 4^ Havy, cort>pleted recruit training t attewl-
od a aarvlce aehooi immer.ia^ly thereafter and been dlscbari^d from
Ite Mavy by virteia ol oaylvallao ^ ealiiitoE»tat wtthout having perform-
od m aiag^ day of dviStf In a unit of the operating forces, or in a naval
tfhoro ealiMishmMiil« lifaiiy oAors perfbrsned only one or two months
«i mmh doly* while a large number of others served less than six
moilhs la the operating forces. The service school training, la these
cases, was prae^ally a cotnplele loss to the ISiavy ever» tt^ough it may
i
hmwm himm * e««ltffcKittoa to civilian •4tic«tlofi.
Atthough th€ ctarr«nt mlnlmiaxn four year •nliatrruint has
jpavtially overcome tfie potalblltty of a re|>«tttl<m of aoch a proced-
nf, iSbtm propo—6 Basic Oeeupatloiial TrakilAg, ccmst»tiiad wlHl a
service sclMei entrance requirement ot a mtaittvaan of oaa year of
sea dhity, would entirely yrevaat IIm» occurence of stsch a situation*
H wold redtsce to a minimum the service achool training of enlisted
««•« aadi wwwa «Im have no Interest la or desire for a career In the
naval service. In 90 doing It would prochsce a great economy In Hm
Wavy Sallsted Tratetag Pvagram.
Qaallty of the Service School Candidate.
The present training pcdicy Is to select Individuals during
the early part of recruit tralxUng for further training In service
schools. This selection, as previously descrlt»e4. Is hased ontiM
scores attained 1^ the test battery aad the peraonal Interview, ov or
S gpaclal recruit procurement program. The rale of selection of
eittdMaliis Is cootroUed In such a mSMMr aa to fill the awaaaHeal
€|ttoias established by the cnrreat Navy Enlisted Tralalag Plan.
Having been selected for txr^tvtr training In a service school
the recruit grad^jiate is ordered direttly to that school on completion
of his recruit training. He does not have an opportunity to learn whiMt
the Navy Is all about* what the rating for vdsiich he has been selected

too
4atalU« Qt whetltor ar not be is g>>ia£ tc lUet Urn a*val •«nric« •«#
-
llel««tiy to mak* II a €Ar#«y,
Within Hm ••rvice schoot, the ixHiividual studies lor a
Part* tiM ^^«ctellaiNft rallag, with Uta« kaowtadg* of <Im Whole, or
ho^^ the Part, wMeh he i« alii^ljrl&g, will reli;itG to the ^[hdU. He te
m9»mmmd to he quaUfied iwe the coaree oC etu^ he i« ttadertaklttg* «tt
tiM haete of int^Uigencs a:ad aptitu4«, a» ehotm by ttut e«aff«a ha
attained in tibe teat batfeerf • S^ot he may hd qaallfied, oo this »mrm
haeie, for aay cne ci several of the service sckodls. Aad Utoaj^
qualifted by zneetiag the teat requirements of the school lor which
he af«a selected, he may aot he hig^y motivated £<3r the type of worh
involved ia the ratiag for which stadents of that school are tirei>ared,
ia which eaae , the ratiag for which he is studying may aot be the best
placement for him*
fe en impromptu interview with Hiche» R. W. , lAASN.
(BaaaaaM atrlher for Maehiae AecoaataalK U.S.H. » an enlisted warn
at tfM Mavat Air Station* deaview. III. , the following viewdata were
U Most exilisted matt have ao sfKcial iatereste as to ^e
type of work thay desire, v^ea tbmy firat enlist ia the
Nhvy* 5oma have aa idea of tiie broad field each aa
gtoctroBlcs, aviation, or clerical, but it is very
va^ad ia their zniadis.
(2) h»wy recruit ^radtmtes who are sent to a service
eehaal Immadlalely oa eoenpteMoa of recruit train-
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tag become dlsc«tl9ll«d to stich «n extent tbttt Hifty
4«ilbevat«lr faU ia tlMlr •tii4i*« te av4«v tiuU tber
aMf b« cMr4«r«4 to a ttaU of III* ofwitattof larce«*
(3) Fl««t ficrtotniel, thoi»e men who have eerred in
«p«ir«ttbif ttalta of tho Hoot, were the ootalaaitvg
aliidteaits In the service achool, from the atawilyntet
of the other enlielNKi niea in the school, tlMiy aiiy»*ar«
ed to have a better ttn^eretanding of tibte overall Navy
than tin racrail gradttatas, and also a definite goal
ia attandittg aehool.
(4) Ail men in the navsl service would be better if they*
«ar« to have at leaM sme year of service to aa «|MMr*
ating unit of the Heat prior to being sent tu a aarvtca
This interview' e?cf»?»eeaa» the thoitghts of only oaa aaliat*
how«v«r« casvusl ccmversatloaa with other enlisted men ia
racratt and service school traintaf« aa teell as In o^ratlng units
of tttt aeat. hvovgllt oal afcetwUliUy the same ideas. vVhlla this
eanMt be considered as canclaalv* avldaace, or even a fair saxni^
oa ishich to baaa aaaad vaaaoainf;, it is prahably ladlcativc of iha
gaaeral thoagfci HivcMBghowt the nr«val service reifardlag tila subject
of servlec school training. It tends to suj^port the initial hy|K»thasas»
titet (1) cfdisted m«B aad women shottld be selected and classified for
a rating grouqp rather th«t a single specialised ratiaf aad {?.) all
recruit ^radaataa should be ordered to duty in operaHag uaits of the
Qeet prior to balag sent to a sarvlea achoal. The pvopasad plan for
Sasic Occupational Training as a part of recruit training would iMlp
to prepare mea for A«ly ia Hm oparatiag forcas, la the ratiag group
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for which they were classified, during the interim period between
recruit and service school training. And, as a result of such train>
ing, TXien should prove more receptive to cm-the-iob training in the
operating forces.
It was stated previously that it is believed that a grad-
uate of Basic Occupational Training would be a better blue jacket
than tixe present graduate recruit because of training in the basic
fundamentals of the rating group for which he was selected and class-
ified. This has not been proven except on the basis of the degree of
success of graduates of the Airtnan School in the aviation service
4
schools. However, it is logical to assume that it is trtie, solely
on the fact that some training, regardless of the quantity, is better
than no training. In order to prove the value of Basic Occupation-
al Training conclusively it will be necessary to conduct an experiment
uaing test and control groups. These groups can be given the propos-
ed training, then evaluated over an extended period of time in com-
parison with ' controlled groups of graduates of the present re-
cruit training, using some measure of work performance as an ob-
jective critericm.
If a person is given training in the basic fim-damentals of
4
Naval Air Technical Training Center, Airman School Study,
(unpublished Report, 1949), pp. 1-13,
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the rating group for which hm has baan claaaifiad aaid la aaaigaad <liitl«s.
In an oparatioaal unit ol the Itaat In that rating gra^t *• normally will
ha tha eaaa, ha ahmild be battar abla to perform thoaa dotlaa In an
atfactlva mannar* He then will hava tha opporttmity to obaarva tha work
of the various specialised ratings wUhln his rating group. He can laam
tha datlaa. reaponalbilitias and requirements of aaeh of those ratings
by observing tham as they actually exist in the fleet, instead of by reading
ba<dui or liatanlng to lectures on ti»e subject. He will have mor* compe
tent advice and assistance in plaaatng his carear In tha naval service.
Ha will be able to see the Navy In actnad operations and can maha a da
clalon as to whether he wishes to make tha Navy his carear, under more
favorable circumatancea. ff he decldea against mahtag the Navy a earear»
it wwBild be wasted effort on the part of the Navy to aaad him to a service
echoed for further training. He can receive sufficient training on tiia
|db to permit him to perform all the duties assigned him during his
first anliatment In an ada^aata wia—y» That this Is possible is clear
ly illustrated by the following compilation of data giving the re stilts of
the flaat wtda competitive examinations for advaaeemant in rating, given
hi llw Atlantic Fleet in March 1949 aad October 1949. The successful
candidatea in ihaaa anaminations are broken down by rating and by grad -
aates and non graduatea of Claaa A Service Schools.
1949 October 1949
Ofia > Won Grada Grade Non Grade




Rating March 1949 October 1949
Grads Non -Grads Grads Non-Grads
Air ControltnaTi I^ • # 7
Aviation Mechanic m 122 3Ph||Hf 208
Aviation Electrician m a 131 87
Aviation Photographer m t 55 10
Aerologist m 18 20 23
Aviation Storekeeper m 32 91 44
Aviation Electronicsmaa m 20 52 48
Aviation Metalsmith 44 54 158 22
Aviation Ordnanceman 31 48 47 174
Aviation Electroncs
Technician 22 34 28
Boiler Tender 1 317 35 418
Construction Driver 4 6 9
Construction Mechanic It 8 7 15
Construction Electrician 2 12 13 12
Coxnmissaryman 48 267 73 356
Damage Controlman 3 57 11 100
Disbursing Clerk 36 22 73 35
Draftsman 4 1 6 6
Dental Technician 16 2 10 1
Electrician 166 198 376 215
Engineman 81 137 87 187
Electronics Technician 8 2 12 20
Fire Controlman 45 39 118 87
Gunner's Mate 2 349 18 176
Hospitalman 122 9 155 19
IC Electrician 10 12 37 16
Instrument Man 2 I 4 6
Journalist 1 11 3
Lithographer 4 5 9
Machine Accountant 11 10
Metalsmith 5 42 30 142
Machinist Mate 35 199 133 369
Machine Repairman 9 12 58 22
Musician (School Required) 37 36
Photographer 6 10 14 21
Printer Q 5 2 14
Pattern Maker I 3 4 3
Personnelman 12 48 52 61
Parachute Rigger
(School Required) 9 2 27

March 1^9 October 1949
GriJs' ^tok OrwuA*1 Grade Non <j^
Ctaarterma«t«r 1 191 If 292
Rudnrmaa ft 41 l»l 188
IUi4IWBUMi ItV n Hi' 128
mmwm»4 94 425 40 414
flM|l*» SCViricemiil 11 100 19 149
ilov«li««|M»r m 141 16S 147
i««ftrmttn m It ftO 10
t 1 s 2
aiMl Workar 4 1 1
Tralaiag D«yic« Man 3 » 6 4
Tcl«m«ii • 26 12 34
Torf^dofiMHi 10 44 10 47
UtaUtosMtti 4 1 4
Y«c»maa 140 276 457 296
TOTAJL^ lUZ 40tS 5945 5413
Fvoai tt« abo^« data It la claarly iadlcatad tlMt aalitted mea
and wonoen caa ba tralaad la a Mi^y satislactorf maimer «>n the Job.
From th« figures U would appear tiliat such training U much mow sat*
isfactory than scrvica school training. This is ca(|ilaittcd by the fact
that m>st of the u-n ^radnatcs of service schools had greater length of
aervice, i. e. , they required a longer period af tinr<c to advance in rat-
ing, and the feci that there were a greater anmber of noa graduates thaa
graduates that tuok the examinations for advaaaameat. A study ^f exam*
inatione results of 524 graduates of service scho^ and 901 noa gradaataa
fllaat -trained) examineas for advancement to pmUy officer rating In the
Pacific Air Force in 1949 amplifies this information:
!• 63% of service school graduates fMSSsed the exMrn.

to*
2. 44.4% ol fi««t«trftia*4 m#ii pMi»«d tlw mxktn.
3« TlM uvitrmg* axnooart of scrvtc*, la xnoalh*, required to
pai«» th« •auittxi lor ftdvanccmexit to p«tty officer:
•• Scliool gr«4uftt«8 • IS. 64 month*
b. Fl««t - traiB«4 67. 17 months
This study wmt conducted at a Naval Air Technical Tratalaf Center,
iHiii|i!», Tettaeatee.
While ei^iated perscnonel can be trained in a aatiafactory
on Iha Job* ae ehoiMi by ttie above data. It requires abevt a third Icmger
time to train them In this nananer than it does fta a service sch >ol. There -
lore, vdiere time is >! theessence, service scho<t4 training should be utll«
Ias4 to tiie inuucixxium eietent possible. At the same, time, it must be rec-
«fpl3&ed that, more than 75% ol the service school gradttatsa. who W9wm
sent directly from recruit traialag, did aot ra -enlist in the IMavfr oa
completion cil tikeir first enlistment, ft therefore would appaar to be
quits a waste oi time* money and roaapowar, daHag pariods other Ihaa of
opae hostilities to give service school training to those individuals who
have no desire to make a career of the Kavy. with limited budget lor
training purposes, the Navy can ill alford to waste training on men vid3t>
are not interested la remaining In VMt service.
II is recognised that one of the secondary missions ol the Armed
Forces Is to train and educate the young men ol the nation in order thai
thay may be better citisens. However, service school training ia not
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b«li«v*d tid b« » r«<pUlt« for flUtng this mUsion. The training r*c«iv»d
«A«tlMi Job is cofi«l4cr«4 ample to m««t tiliie recrement. Service school
traliil&g normally ahould be reserved for career service personnel. The
naval service needs teclmlrally trained pereonoel too badly to cicpend
school training em those individuals who have no idea or desire oi remain
Img Is Hie Mavy.
If an enlisted man or woman learns to like the Navy and life in
fSm finvy, he will be happy and coi^ested in the service. If he then selects
• i^selallned rsitef wfttfOn the rating gronp for which hm wna classified,
he ^ill be hi^fy and satisfied in that rating. If he woriis at a |ob witldn
that rating gren^ for some Icngtib of time he will become familiar wl0i
the Job, tiM material and cquipoMflt connected with that job, the tcxds
with which he has to work on that Job and what Is to be accomplished on
that Job. As pravlottsly stated, there is no substitute for on-ttie Job
training. H is at ^is stage tiiat aa Individual should be sent to service
SChASt.
If an Individual Is sent to service school at this time, ha
•lioidd ha able to obtain tiie maxlnnttm benefit from the formalioad lastruc
tleA, since he will have a good idea of why hf* la fahig to school* what ha
ahould learn Mt the aehool, and eHtuA ha will do on completion of Hm
schof^sl training. Bm should be able to accomplish morm while at tkm
school because he has a definite gold toward which he can work. In this

mmmmr» ttM Naval sorvice wUI gain a good mmi; otm wHo U Sstt«r«Hcd
in Itw ftmvf mad •ajoys U: mad one wlko U interested ia ti»c specialiaed
li«14 of work is wliicli 1m ie working mad like* it.
Cereer Pietmiag.
Basic Oecv^tionsl Traisiiag rtiould prepare eaeh man, who
Is eafterlim tlM Naval service for tbe first time, lor ship -board duty in
th« rating group tot which he is considered best fitted. Qb eatnpletion
of this training, each graduate should be ordered to duty In an oper^UIng
ufait where normally he will be assigned duties in accordance witt his
classification. He then will have a period of time in which to oriet^
himself to the routine and life of the Navy and to select a rating within
his ratikng group in which he desires to specialize and fdsjci his career.
Hs will have ample opportunity to observe and learn Ihe characteristics
al thfS various ratings within the rating group for which he is classified.
lis also will have competent assistance in an operating unit at all times
during this period to help, advise «sd gnlde him in the planning of his
career. He can prepare himself for further echoed training by educati<:«--
si coxurses and trainiim>ott«the-joba so ttbat wbmn he is ordered to a serv-
ice school he will be able to obtain a maadmum benefit from the training
givaa at that school.
Ut during his apprei^ceship on hoard ship, he becomes inter-
ested in any rating within the group in wldch he is classified, and dem-
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oiuitrates sufficteat ftbUlty in that rating, he can hav« hla clAaalflcatloa
ehaagcd accordingly. If hm bacdm«s tataraated in a type of work which
la ovialde his ratixig gr^nip he can change hia ciaaaification or dealgaa-
ttoa to that rating group on board ahip with little or no difficulty.
Bammvnr, in the caae of the recruit graduate «4k> haa hcen se-
lected and classified for a specific rating and seirt directly to service
achool to be trained la ttMir rating, as is currently done, there is littSa
9W an chance to change hia ciaaaification. On coa^pletlon of a service
school, a gra^iata Is given a ct*««lfication and dealgaatlcp; symhet la
tikat ratify* aad once classified in this manner It Is difficult to have the
designation ehaaged, aa well it ahould be. If the Navy spends 1^ time
aad money to train a xnaa la a aervice school, it should expect service
lr«MaB tfbat maa la Hm ratlag for which he is tratoed. Thus It caa ba
aean that uadsr these circumstances there is little chance for a maa to
plan his own carear. His career In the Navy Is ptaaaad for him from
•be early phase c^ recruit training.
It should be apparent then that the proposed plan of Basic
Occupational Training, combined with thm minimum aervice school
entrance requirement of one year <d duty in the operating forces, should
porovc to be a vast improvemeal from the aspect of career planning.

uo
Aviation T^!mlc«l Traiatoy Progrmm.
H is believed that Basic Occupational Traiaiag can re]»laca
dM preaeai Airman School, provided 0ie propeaad caiiraa of laafrue -
tlOB for the aviation rating group ia coaaidarad an acceptable eubeti-
tula I6r Hwl ecmrae, hy tiM Haval Air Teelmleal Training Cotnwi—il.
T^ allmtnatlon of this achool would repreaent an appreclabia
acomomy to »aval aviation, alnce the coet of operating and malwlalnliig
a aaparata achool for thia pia >aae is quite hii^. At tha aama time. It
ixrould free considerable apace* which la badly aaadad by the Naval Air
Technical Training Commami for tha aapaaalon of ^e aviation primary
aad advaaead service schools. In view of the current world situation,
the rate of training of aviation technical personnel has had to be increas-
ad axtaaaively. To meet this vast enpaaalon it has been necessary to
expand the physical facilities of the Naval Air Technical Traiali^ Center
to such an axN«l that an additional station has had to be reactivated
at ^cksooville, Florida. The elimination of the Airman School should
go a long way toward fulfilling Uie urgeirt aaada oi the Technical Train
lag Command for additional facllltlaa.
Baalc Occupational Training in aviation fundamentals at the
K«crult Tralirfag Caaiara wotild alao allmlaata tea traaafer of all of tha
Alrmaa Eecrult graduates from the Naval Training Centers at Saa
SMIago, California, Great lAkes, HI. , aad fiaiabrldga* Md. to Mamphia
Tana. , or to Jacksonville, Fla. This vsrould not (mly be a great economy
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to lim« 9mA aeicHMy, but would toad to relicv» a ffevere fttr*in on tlM
already ovar-taj&ad transpnirtation faciUties o£ the nation. A rougk
••timiM:* of ^c financial aavtng that could be effected by this pr.>cedure
««raid be approxtmately five million dollars per year. This estimate
la computed on the basis of transporting 1200 men per month from
•ach of tiM Recrttit Training Centers to Jlicks^airile» Fla. at the current
travel cost of $0.06 par mils.
If on the other ha»d, tti« Naval Air Tachnlcal Tralnlag Com^
f33aad does aai «aftsider that the proposed Basic Occuptlanal Training
is a satisfactory suhstttute for the Airman $cho<^« and prefers to re-
tain the present school in operation* an alternate measure is proposed.
Under this proposal tibe recruits who are selected as Alrmaa Recruits
•avid ha transferred from the Naval Training Ceolars on completion of
Hm Basic fUlcrult Tralnlag parlod and sent directly to the Airman School
tilMrre they could comfdats flMrir recruit training and Airman training
simultaneously. Such a procedure would result in a net saving of ftve
flaaa weeks per av lation recruit. At the current rate of training of
aviation personnel this would represent a saving of approxin- ately
twenty five hundred men par year, wtilch could be transferred as a
net gain to the operating forces. If ttie quota of aviation enlisted per>
soaael Is dcntblad as It is ai^lcipated In the immediate future. It would
amouirt to 2500 additional men being available to the fleet per year.
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At Uw ^mtam Umm, th9 U9^»ier >l «vi«ti%>o r«cruit« irom the Trkia,
lif C«iiters, «lio«« phytic^ facilities are currantly a«v«rely ov«r taxed,
woaiA psratlt tiSi« training of approximataly IfOO tccruita per moaHi a|p»v»
tike number now being trainad. This wcmld pr^ve highly advantageous
ttiMl imluable to the overall navel service.
MQIUL.E
;
tn c >nsidering any major change or development in a trainlim
IMrogram, the effect ^f such a change on morale ntust be given thorough
cottstderation. Any chat^e that m^iht tend to lower morale can not be
considered except In cases of dire necessity. It is believed that the pro
posed Basic s:/ccapati.^n&l Training will have adefinite tead«Dcy to raise
the morale of enlisted personnel throughout the entire naval service to
a higher level. This belief is based tin the following fact'}rs:
a. The graduate of i^sic Occupational Training, as proposed
herein, should be better q\»alified to carry out his duties an
board ship when he first repc^rts for duty, as a direct result
ef the training he has received in the basic fundamentals of the
raHiig group for which he is classified. Be should have more
self assurance and be better prepared for his Job, and as a
resizlt his morale ahould be higher.
b. The graduate of Basic Occupational Training sdU be nor->
asally sent directly to sea on ewenpletlon of his training. This
fulfills the desires of a vast majority of recruits since the
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basic r^mt^m* tiittl momt ol tiMmi ^v« li»r ciiUstliig Ift Hi* Nftvy
are 0) t-^ get away from a •ItoattDii at hmiOM moA (2) to travel.
To rataia racmlla la acbeol cm cawBfiaHwa oi racrult traininj^^
iMiia to act as a depressant ot morals, laittiaay cases,
(e) Saarittag all recruit graduates to duty in operating units
laBygna^ately <m. comi^etian of recruit tralateg will tend to
improve 1^ morale of tibe enlisted men in the oparatfaig forces.
fShip board personnel become disturbed at times when they are
43^ rating a sMpi 'wWtk o»iy lUty per cent of its c<:»mplement on
board aaA loidw that at Ute same time tbe service schools are
filled to capacity with grauluates recruits who have never bean
to aea. The Navy enlisted man is a tireless worker. When the
occaal 'ft daniaada he will work slatean to twaaty hours a day
or more if necessary. Bi^ he hates to think that other less
ai^Haaeai rnimk are sttting contentedly ashore in a school
momm fdace, for only seven or eigid hours a dsy. witti evealaca
and nveak ends free for liberty, ailiHe ha is ^vowMmg hard for
such long hours at aaa. II is hallavad that Iha xnorale of flaat
persom3«l wovdd be greatly Improved if all recruit graduates
were ordered directly to q^ratlng aalla of the fleet,
(d) The morale of the recruit gradual* ihould ahow a notice*
able improvement alao, by virtue of liM iaaraaaad asallvaiioft

lor cmrmer plumiiig wiiieh •hould result from Basic Occ«ipa-
tional TraixUng.
Disadvantages and Passible Obstacles to Basic .Occupational Training,
buterruption iii Contimiity of School Training.
ijtaair professional educators have e2q>resscd the belief that
it is highly detrimental to an individual to interrupt the continuity of his
school training. On tills basis it has been considered advantageous lor
new recruits* most of whoirs have enlisted in the Navy immediately after
leaving school to ecmttnue on into a servlec school provided that they
are in all respects eligible. It has therefore Iteen recomnwnded that
all qualilied recruit graduates should be ordered to a service school on
com£4etion ol recruit training in order that their study habits and rate
ol learnkig v.ill not have an opportvtnity to lapse
.
While there may Imi some justification for this belief, sta-
tistics at the Ohio State University ^ show that the GI students who
have returned to school after having served several years in the Ai^med
Forces during World War II» have advanced their general education by
approximately two years, by virtue of their experiences during the war.
This woijld tend to disprove the theory expressed above. Therefore it
1*. L. JLove, Performance Of Veterans ( Journal ol Higher Educa*
tion. Vol. XVm, 1947), pp. 95-98.

l« not believed fkm^ inlcrrttptiiig Um contlaulSy of •c!i<»olli^ slbo^MW ««•*
•icUtrtd fts m •erlous r«a«oa l&r aot «dopl^Uig Hm fro|N:»««d pUui of BmiIc
OeeupatlcMEial Tralnlftg.
HMoetloii In timm AUott^d to Pr«Minl Cattrs«» in Recruit Traialag
CwrHctilam.
in 9t4ttW to tm|>lemeat th@ proposed program of Basle Occu*
yttoail Trmiaimg It wiU Im B«€«s»«rjr to r«di»e« tk« time mU.oem$m4 to
MOM of tlM courses in the current recruit curricului» (Appendix 1).
Such a reductlott anlfht be a cauee for o1»jectl€>n by ^e Director ef
Tralaiag. Hawever, aucli aa abjection ebould na^ be al sitch a eerious
aslitre tfuit it cannot be overcome In a aatl^actory manner.
Tlie miealoa of recruit traiataig la to indoctrinate young men
itqmea teto the roistlne of ^e na^^ service* to order to effect a
tranaitloa from civitlaa Ufa to tiiat of the Navy. Tbie ie
•ia«mpli»hed to a great extent by bavlag tiM recmlte live and work
ieftlier eentlnuoaely f>>r the period of recruit tralnlag. Thm subjects
«Mch are studied during tbis period of time are c^ relatively mtoor
Importance. Individuala wiio have lived independently within ttie con*
Uses of tbeir own communities for thmiT entire lives must team bow
to live and work with otber indivlduais vdthin the rafulations and the
rootl&e of tbe Navy. Individual aspirations and goals must be cast
aside in favor of group particl|MM;ion and team work. Individual e0ort

«ad competitloa must b« r«ipUc<4 by team effort uwl coiB9«tltioA«
Hm tsam spirit aod group partic^ptttloo ftr« promal«4 by tiM
murlotts drills eoAdhieted dariag f«erult trftitttng. Kormftlly Hmm l^ttts
are of a physical natur« such as military drill uadsr arms, parades,
•WUttttM^ip drills, ftre fightlaf, gttmmrf tnuMmg drills aad iadudiag
barracks aad clollUaig iaspectioas. Smpbasis thrv^oghout all such
drills is placed on Uie recruit eompasy efficieaey rather than that of
aay ese iadlvidnal. Such exercises are ^d tnajar importaace throuf^*
Otft recruit tralai«c.
Individual ability aad c&mpetition arc entailed in thase parts
of recruit traialag which are taught by lectures and books. The subjects
tftaght in these parts of the traSatag are graded ott in iBdlvkhial basts.
Sach recruit is graded ladividaally c»n hie elficieficy la these subjects
by paper aad peaeU teste. Whetiier these subjects are naval history.
Navy customs aad traditions, or physics, arthimetic, electricity or chem^
Islry has little bearing on the end product. It Is only necessary that thm
subjects taai^ in tibis manner be balanced so as not to have to^ ntaell
Study In aay one subject.
To reduce the time aUotted to some of tiie subjects which
are included In the curreat curriculum and allot that time to occupa
tional training which is related directly to the various rating groups.
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•hould aot detract fr<>m th« end product to any »otiee*bitt d«gre«. It i« b«
liftv«d that such replacement <tAill hav* a definite t«aMie»ey to lin|irMre the
fH^eattal epuility ol the recruit graduate. The euhjecte which are to be
reduced tmA Hioee which should he eubetituted for each eeperate ratiag
group should he the subject of a separate study by the Curriculum Section
ot the Bureau of Naval Personnel. Such a study should n^tt create any
serimis difficulty. It should be n>ted that the publication, Currici^um for
Recruit Training, includes a Table of Time AllotnMttts for Reduced
li—gths «l fUcrult Training. This table can serve as an excellent guide
for use in determining the subjects which can be reduced and tiie amount
of rsdwettoa for the purpoae of Initiattng tlM propo*^ Bestc .. c u ^atl nal
Traiaiiig. A Curriculum which will permit the allacati-»n of SO periods
of Basle Occupational Training has been prepared in this maaiMir as an
<WMHwple, and is included as Appendix UL
Substitution of Basic Occupational Training for Airman School .
U is recognised that the substitution of Basic Occv^tioaal
Training for Airman Scho^ might meet strenuous objecti )ns by the
Aviation Training Command, since it is a considerable reduction in
lang^ from the current course of the Airman School. However the
economy that can be effected by such a substitution is believed to be
such that it should be sufficient to off set this objection. Aad If the
Avletl^i Training Camaiafti does not concur in such a measure as the

^•o|>ostt4 fdAa lor Basic Occus>atioaal Training, aa aXt«rnat« plan haa baen
I»cliida4 in this study which will still result in conaidcrabia ae<mamy in
time and manpower.
Tha raquircmaat «f ft flitalMMft of one fmmw off Aitf in the ay-
arating forces lar entrance to a service school, as pro»posed herein,
la not eoftsMarad as imj^rtaat to aviation enlisted personnel as it is to
ttK>se in general service. As polalad out in previ:>as discussion, the
workiag caadttiont aai equipment of aviation can be duplicated almoat
•atirely la the taainiag situation, whereas it is a practical impoasibility
to do so for the general aarvice. Therefore aa objection to this part c^
the propoaad j^aa noay be entirely justified, even though it is beliavad
that such a requirement would prove highly banaflcial to all aviation
aallata4 mas Mid wocnaa aa wall aa to those in general service.
The plan lor Basic Occupational Training is proposed mainly
for the haaafit of tta ganaral service enlistad personnel since tha Avia
ttoai Training Command already haa such a program in effect on a
greater scale than that propoaed herein. Therefore, mf objection which
tha Aviation Technical Training Cowmand nsl^t have to the pri^oaad
progrartu need not affect other than aviation enlisted personnel.
C—»aratio» ol Cominaadlug OHIcars of Operating Units of the Fleat.
_
•
TlM graataat obstacle to be ovarcocna in succeaafully effect-
ing the proposed plan is to gain tha full cooperation tai the e\
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&^cmv id mil a|>«r«tittg «ttU« of thm £U«t, TImi pUs caiyMl «»rk ftue
cesaftdly oasUsa «id uatU this coo]>eratl^a U tiliiMitf*
tMidcacy tm tiift j^art of Divisian :3£flc«r«« £ieccutive Officers «ai
Coanm»ii4l«g 0&le«r« ol tt^vatlog commands t» lial4 oa to eniisled
flMMl«i9lMRr« prov«4 to btt outstaadiac in their orgaataatl'^^a. Thsy
«iU fill <|ac4as for service schools oaly if those quotas arc assigned
oa a mandatory basis, by higher &utb;t>rity. Under such circumstaneas.
Ii» ^ittotas are filled in a most reluctant rtns^^meT, not with tibe best and
aaost altgible men, but witib the least eligiMe ones, frequently those v^k»
have proved to be the trotriilc makers. As a result, the enlisted naea
who are sent ta service schools tr<>m the fleet aften give rise to dis<
eipllaary fur^i^asns in scho^.
TSiere haa bacn, and still is, very good reason far such
action by tba officers afla»at. The most eligible recruit graduates have
been selected f ^r school training at the Recruit Training Centers and
sent directly to service schools, according to current policy. Tha
operating forces do not receive the better recruit graduates until they
have «c>mpletied or failed the coarse at theservice school, and «rhaa
llMry receive tibem under such circtt£nstazi»:es they are ^nly able to re
tain them for stei^rt period* of time, due to expiratians of enlistment.
C«nsi<ierablc tisne and e0ort is spent in oparatioaal cmwiitnnda in train
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lm§ wmw recruit gr*duate« c»a tJsut job. Alter they have b««a traiacd up
to a polttt they cah effectively carry out their jobs wMbeut direct supar*
¥iel<^* the Oivisioa ullicere went to retain tMm la or<ler that their
IMivisiDae may o^rate with greater efficiency. To continue to train
man for specific Jobs, ^^nly fa have them ordered to echool, ia most
disheartening and discouraging* Therefore, they are reluctant to
tacafnmaad those a«an whom thev have siaecaaaftUly trained, who are
able to perform their duties in a capable manner, awl will recMnaocnd
etsty thoae man who are uaahla to laara on the ^b or who have bean in
trouble constanll , for further traiaiog In service schools.
The above attitude has bean aspeeially prevalent in recent
years during which the units afloat have been forced to oper^e with
a minimum complement. Under such conditions each man had to be
able to carry his share of the work load. Trouble makers could aaa
lly be spared because they were aorxnally waable to carry their share
of ^e work and they only tended to create more w<jrk and more prob
lams. Division Officers said Coounaadlng Offlcara did not feal that
tfMy could spare a single fMtd man to go to school. They were undoubt
«lly sound in such judganiaat but at the aame time they wre short
alipitad*
Aa daacrlbad in Chapter IV, the Navy Enlisted Training P%&m
ia designed to meat the overall requirements of the naval aarvica for
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tralocd «silliited persanncl. Tkm mottthly nuxn«irlc«l q[«MC»t«s for «acb <^
th« vaH^ttS Mtrvicc schaol* arc derived Irom thi« plan, bk order thai
Hme |ilaa may be effected aticcesefuUy It is imperative that each quota
h% fiHad with eligible eaadidalea. Becattae of the lailure ia the ^at of
the operatlaf isnitt of the fleet to t»a«t ttoae quotas, eligible candidates
for aervic* achoola hMW bean aelectad frwailltt recruit gradoatea and
obtained by direct procuremciit under special recruiting prograrrss.
To effect the proposed plan for Baate Occupational Training*
tibia failure to send their best and most eligible men» on ttte part of
fleet commands, to meat the service school qu^ytas, preaenia a aertona
abatacle. However, it is not believed to be of such a degrea of acrlcma
ness that it cannot be coped with aucceaafully. II is believed that if
fleet commanda are given a thorough explanation of the propoaad prc^yam
they will be in fall accord with it and will give it their whole hearted
support and co<»peration.
If operating units of the fleet receive graduates of a recruit
training which includes the proposed Basic Occupational Training,
lounediataly on coaoylatlon of that training, it ia ballavad that the
Commanding Officers of those units odll be willing to assign the better
e—dtdatea for aervlce schools to meat the rnandatory ^pR4Btaa ttuit are
aaaigned. It is necessary that the achool quotaa be aaaigned on a
fw—datory basis in order that tiM Knilatad Tralalaf Flan may contbma

to ijg^gti wtCtiiftiHy* Tb« S«rvie« Q) mmMid»« (those Fl««t ComnMHudb
th«t ar* r««paiuiiblc for tbc distributl^m of •nlisttfd f«y«4MBHMil) e«a
l«eUII«l« fh« sttcc«s«ltil ofwrslioii of the pr9p<3»«d plan lor 8«*k Oecnpft-
tii»n«l Xmiaiag b<y cluaely c>>iitr«>Uliig the assigammii ol fmwmttmmX, Wh«a
wtamiatogy <miii>t for service school eaii<U<lat«s are sssigned to aa op-
cr&tii^( «ti^ of thf fleet, replacei»«t yysciwiisi from recruit and service
schQcji gradaates made available by the Traiaitig Canters should be
ordered to report immadlately to that operating unit. With the preseai,




comohximcms and rccommcnpa riciwi
TIM tfavy coasUts fundasncntally of iJL) thm OpcratlAg Forces,
(2) liM Sk&wm Kttamrtaafteat, and (5) tiM pert >imet required to perform
tte ftmctlctas which ere eeeeatUl to ti»e effective operetioa mad nsla*
teniiife of tiMM« eri^nUetleae. The Operating Forces perform the
mieeioae thet are eeeiftted to fSttm Itevy *e « part ol the Departnaent of
Defenee. The actual immher of individual units of ships aad aircraft
asaigaed ta the Operating For cea Is depandant upv^n the strength aad
appropriations authori^sed by Cotagraas, as dictated hy the trend of
laternational and erorld affairs and reflected in the aaltoaal and foreign
policies of the United States. The Naval Shore Establishment main-
tains, repairs f suppCMrta and administers to the Operating Forces.
H varies in slae proportionately Ut the strength of the Operating For
ees. The namerical strength of enlisted pers<»mel Is established by
the sarr e policy, on the baais of furnishins sufficient personnel to op«
erate and maintain both organisations. As a result of changes In ttM





To mc«t th«ftc llucta«tluD« mu4 lo overcome Hm «xt«iMly« turn
«>ver of #alltt#4 ^r«oiiii«l <l«u» 10 «Hrlti<m fY$»»i aormal c*u»«» Mii fr^^m
'^ttMif' dlistracting factors oulsi4e cf the naval aarWcc, It is a«c«»aary
that a regular rctcruitiof pw9§rmin Im €9m&M.cted. Th« continual influx
of aaw r«c ralta lr<:>m this pragram, comblaad wItAi tba ra^ld develop
naant ol aqaipmant of saval warfare utmdi deoumde Increased sklU aatf
teehnical lui<:>wle4ge to operate and maintain. maJie tt essei^lal that
the Navy establish aai maintain a coatla«i>us enlisted training |iregram.
8nch a program cdnsists of recruit training, technical training la
service schools and on the -job training.
Recruit training Is of primary Im^Hance to the naval service.
Its mission Is to effect a mmmtHik transition of each new recruit from
the status ^ a civillaa to that of n Navy enlisted man or wnman. II Is
<te»tdered essential In order that recruits may learn to live an work
together as a tean> rather than as Individuals. It Is efoaUy necessary
that they learn the routine of life la ttie Navy.
Sarvlee schools are provided to train enlisted men and women
in the technical qualifications el m>ast enlisted ratlags. As naval equlp*^
meat increases In complexity, tralalag nnust be lacreased prapartioaatc
ly. This trainlag may be given either In service schi^ols or an the
y>b. Enlisted perscmael eaa be traiaed successfully on the -job, even for
tiM most highly technical ratlags. However, It requires approximately mm
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ttiird grtster feim« than il c<MBduct«4 in »ervic« sckools. Since titxm U
noTm«Uy aa importam factor is a tralaiag pt&gmmt some trainiag
»uat Ik caaducta4 la aarviea aclio^a. AmA wkUm H »li|kft IM 4aairabla
to train all axaistad racroita vyho arc comii4«r«d qualifllad, in aarvica
MftttiAa* aa ia 4mm ia m aaHaiial aiaa«ri«icy« »»ii^ • i^ocadiira i» coat-
ly aad ordiaarily caaaat ba carried out vithia Um toadgatary limitations
aatablialMd far traiaiag pa«|»&aaa*
H Uiarei^re baeaoMia aacaaaary to mmmimet some of the traia
lim la aervica achoola aad tine raraatedar oa tha jc^b. The amouist of
traiaiag tlwt caa ba givaa ia school ia directly dtpaadant upcNB tha laada
•Uocatad for that jparpoaa. &agardleea of tha type atillxed all traiaiag
maal ha directed toward maatiag tha qaolaa of tha carraal Eallatad
Trailing Plaa, ia order that the naval service will have peaaonael
traiaed, or ia traiaiag. to meat the reqtsiraaMMiaa for auch paraonacl
aa they arise.
All recruits av* givaa the basic test battery aad a paraonal
iatcrview daring recruit tral : )n tha baala ^ tha scnrea obtalaad
ta ti^s process, aad the judgemeat of tha laiarvtawers, they are
assigaed Navy Jub Clasaificatioaa. At tha praatnrt tin»e, those recruits
who aaaat ikm aslaiaiam aptitude requiremaata for aatraace iato mmrviicm
ftchaols are seat directly from recroit traiaii^ ta a aervice schof4.
This procadara raaulta ia ntiaplaceiaeirt of maay iadividoals aad a
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C4msid«ar«bl« nmftte of irainbig.
It is proiponm^ tn this thttti* fhmt (I) rccrtttt* can be selected
awl €tl%s«lliii4 durl^ r«cruitt tray^akg for m rating group of similar
MAIsss raHier ^an for a siAula rating asd. (2) graduate recruits b«
•Mrt to duty in o|>«rating units of tli« flaat far a nsialmuim jpsrtod ^ «mm
|r«ar» p»rior to considering th«m aligible for service school training
la a aiHBcialiaed rating. Pwring Hits period tiiey can learn about each
individual rating within the rating group for mikich they are classified.
They can Improve their knowlet^ie hy on the job training in that
rating, in the operational unit with which they are serving. As a re
suit they will be better students wli^ft they intend a service school.
Iteder such procedures, the incentive toward foUo'wdng the Navy as a
caraar should be increased appraelahly.
Studies ccmducted by the Naval Air Technical Training Command
haw Indicated l&at graduates of the Avlatl^k School ui Jtodamentals
are superior in performance to individuals who have not attended such
a school. As a result, completion of the Airman achool has bean xnadt
a requirement for all enlisted man and woman In aviation ratings. This
raqnlramant was eaasidered mandatory because <d the extremely high
dagrea oi technical skill and knowladga involved in the operation and
maiartanance of modem aviati-m shipment, and tiic necesaity for max-
Immued aafaty In all aviation operations.
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TiM varioutt typ«» of «i|tti|M»«al littliH#4 #tt Hkm WMdmrn naval
vaaaal ar« ol a complaxlty •^laal to or graalar IImui tluil ol aircraH, and
Ml aqttid 4«gr«a ol akttl maA laelmlcal k&owl«^j^ ia nccctaary for Hm op-
«rat|«Ma mad maiaita»aac« &t aucb a%aip»t*«ii|* Ttera ia tm a^oal accaaa'*
Ity lor maxttniitm aalcty ia tiM o^ratloa of aurlaca force a. Cn the baais
of tiila y—a«nlwf Hkm atfitm««!t tiMvalore waa ^raaented that if traialsg
IaIAmi baaic fumMimaiitmla ia conaiderad aeecaaary tor and mada avail-
aUa to aviatiofi eoUatad paraomael* II ahoiUd ba coaaidarad aaceaaarir
for aad made available to general aervice enliated peraotmel. It waa
polaiad out that if trainiiig to baalc fiaadamaatala ware to ba given gaa-
aral aervica* aa wall aa aviation enliated peraotmel, the moat practical
place to give It would be at the RaerYdt Tralaiag Centera, aad the moat
appropriate time for H to be given wotild be during the recruit tvaioiag,
aa aa Integral part of that training.
II waa recogalaad tlMt tt «a«ld »o| ba practical to coaduct
auch Ml aa^naive training program oa a acale alinilar to thtA now coa
Aieftad to the aviation technical training program, due to llrnitationa of
iMida. tima aad fkf9icml faeilitiaa that could ba anftda available for that
fcgpa— « Batfle Oecupatioaal Training therefore, waa propoaed to pro
vide the aaadad training in baaic fuadamentala of the varioua rating
group* to all aaliatad peraoKutl wilbto the Umlla of meaay» liiaa Mid
•pace tiiat are currently avallaii^e.
Aa coBcalvad to thia atudy» Baaic OccapaHoaal Tratoli^ la
(
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tiie term »pplt«d to the eeeoBd |^sc of recruit trfttelag. Tli* lirtt |Aae««
I. e. » tiM 0ret five to eix weeks oi recruit tr»lalaf» could be called
Iftete lUcruit Trainiag, la order to differentiate tlie two fluiees. Dovlag
tb« Hret {^MMMf recruits would be given the basic test battery aad per -
scmal ii^erview. On tiie basis ot the scores obtained in the tests ol tha
basic ballarir «id ftm raamlt ^f the personal interview, recruits woul4
be classified in the rating grmip for wliich they wmrm considered best
^psttllflad , and tn wlUeh it was believed tiMy could make the best progress.
They wsuld be asai|p»ed Navy ^b Classifivatioas on this basis, in
other respects, the training during this phase would be the ssfne as is
currently given (Appendix I).
During the second phase, i. e. • Basic Occapational Train-
ing, the recruits could continae to receive instructions and drill in the
•ame subjects as tiiey do at the presesttime, except that tt w^^uld be
l^ghtty reduced tn quantity* h% addition ta this training, tiMy would
MKeive approximately twa hours of instruction or drill per day in the
basic fundamentals of the ratii^ gtroup for v^dch they were classified.
A sample schedule, v^ch would meat all the requiremeid;s uf l&e pro
posed program, showing the snb>M:ts in which the time currently allotlad
coold be reduced and the amount of such reduction, has been prepared
and is shown in Appendix IU. Such a schedule would nftsha fifty periods
available for oectspational trainiag. The sobjects suggested for incln-
•lott within these fifty periods %e (1) basic fundamentals, {Z} safety
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precautions, and (3) ua« of feuuad tools. Howivttr, these aubjecte shimld
Im itywidhi.»t on the ratlag gros^ for frtileli CiMi traiiUaf to given. TIUs
ahoiald be mftde the subject of a separate stiidy aad evaluati<»i by tiM
Currlcultim Section of the Traiatag Blvisioii of the Biureau of Naval
Fersonael. The sample currlculuni as given ia Appendix HI was pre
pared to show tiMt Basic Occupetional Traiaiag is feasible and that it
can be adopted to the currcirt Recruit Curriculum with little or ao
dlfificultv.
Batlff Oee«pational Training for all enlisted peraoa»el aot
aaly is highly desirable but it is also practicable. If sach aprogram
is adopted it w|]| produce improverr.ems in (1) the quality of the Recruit
gradtiate, (2) the availability of recruU graduates to the operatic
forces, (3) tiie i|aallty of the service school cnadidate« (4) the m<.>rale
el •chbaoft, as well as, fleet personnel and (5) the aviati m technical
training prc^am.
On the basis of this study and evaluation of the Havy Ka
listed Training Pr^>gram, it is recommended that:
(i) Es^erimental Control Gro«p4. of recruits be given occupatioei*
al trstlatog at the Recruit Trailing Centers during recruit
training as an integral part of that training.
(2) Basle Ocevqpatlonal Trainliif b« evaiwtsd by a con^ariscm
el tib* gradaates of this training with the graduates of reg~
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ui*r txcruit training » usiag actoal on the job p%wi»wammit%
in 9p«iratiag unit* of 0t« ll««l at Hm ciriteri^ii.
(3) The pxQfif(Mtmd plan iar Basic uccu^patioaal Traininf bm •ub-
mltted to tilt Fl««t Commaads for tlttd/. e«au»t«l aai to*
edmmoaiiatioiif
.
(4) TIm Carrieulum Section «:>£ the Training Dtviaioa of IIm
Bureau of Naval Peracmnel, by separate etii4y and evalua«
tioo determine:
(a) th€ eubjects of the present recruit curriculum that
can be reduced, (b) tiie amount ol reduction in each
subject, <c) Iheaaw anbjects to be taugM in each of Hkm
rating groups under tibe heading of Basic Occupational
Training, and (d) the number d periods to be allottad
to each new subject.
U the results of tfaerecommended study and evaluation af Uie proposed
fHTOgram validate the conclusions arrived at in this study, and if favor
able comments are received from the Fleat Commands, it is fartbair
recommeaded that:
0) Basic Occupatloaal Traials^E f^^ *U rating grot^s be es -
tablished at the Recruit Training Centers, as an integral
part of recruit training.
(2) All enlisted recruits be given Basic Occupational Training
in the rating gveap for erhleh tibay are eoMii^arad nasat quel-
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ifled and in which they have the best prospect of success.
(3) Consideration be given to the elimination of all special
Recruit Procurement Programs.
(4) All recruit graduates be ordered directly to duty in the op-
erating forces, on completion of recruit training.
(5) A minimum period of one year of duty in the operating forces
be reinstated as a mandatory requirement of eligibility for
entrance to all service schools. Waivers should be granted
only in outstanding cases, or where personnel of the aviation.
Hospital Corps, Construction Corps or Musician groups are
concerned.
(6) Consideration be given to (a) the elimination of the Airman
School, or (b) the transfer of Airm.an Recruits to the Airnian
School on completion of the first phase of recruit training,
i. e. , Basic Recruit Training.
(7) Consideration be given to the transfer of Hospitalman,
Constructionman and Musician Recruits to their respective
schools of fundamentals on the completion of the first phase






Area I, Recruit Indoctrination includes the following subjects:
Hours
1. Introduction to Life in the Navy 2
2. Navy Ranks and Ratings, and Navy Training 11
3. Pay, Allotments and Insurance 3
4. Religious Life in the Navy 7
5. Naval Customs and Courtesies 10
6 . Naval Discipline and Articles for the
Government of the Navy 16
7. Citizenship 10
8. Naval ifistory and Traditions - Indoctrinational
Film 20
9. Navy Organization 2
10. Security 1
11. Navy Clothing 10
12. First Uberty 2
13. Recruit Leave 1
14. Indoctrination Review and Test 3
Area II, Military Training includes the following subjects:
1. Close Order and I%ysic*l Drill with Arms 50
2. Sentry Training 2
3. Extended Order Exercises 3
Area III, Seamanship includes the following subjects:
1. Types, Characteristics and Parts of ^ips and
Naval Terminology 4
2. Shpboard Organization 2
3. Marlinspike Seamanship 6
4. Deck Gear, Anchoring and Mooring, Steering
and Soiu&ding 4
5. General Drills 6
6. V/atches 2
7. Boat Seamanship 3
8. Cleaning, Upkeep of EqtUpment and Painting 4
9. Visual Signaling 1

in
10. Outlet of the L.ookout S
H. Fire Fighting 10
12. Seftmftnship Review and Teet 2
Area IV, Ordaeace aiMl Gunnery; SmeU Arms includes the
following subjects:
1« Small Arms Training 4 9&jf9
Z, faitroduction to Ordnance ~ The 3/38 Caliber
Gun I
3. 5/38 Caliber Loading DriU 1
4. 40 MM Guns and 20 MM Guns 1
5. Ammunition and General Ordaaaee Safety
Precautions 1
6. Use and Care of the Gas Mask 1
7* Orcbaance Review and Achievement Test I
Area V, Physical Training* Personal Hygiene and First
Aid includes the following subjects:
1. I%ysical Training Activities 30
2. Swimming and Sea Survive 10
3. Personal Hygiene 5
4. First Aid S
Area VI, Morning Ouarters, Publication of Orders, Personal
Inspections, Bag Inspections, Comipetitions, and Parades includes
the foliowtogt
1. Mora^ QiMirters 33
2. Bag laapeetiiMM 12
$, Personnel fcispections 14
Area VII, Major Adcainistrative Requirements includes:
1. Forming Incoming Recruits into Companies 1 to 3 Days
2. Classification Tests and Interview 5




U Dental Ay^MmUlf 4
Z. Inoculation* I
3. Identification Picture* I
4. Haircuts and Dermatal^gical Inspect!j»» H
5. Company Hctaret 1
6. Drawing Pay 4
7. V ving trom Primary to Advanc«d Unit I
S. Draw SaaaU Stores I
A r«capit-alatiun of the current Recruit Training curriculum
is glv«n belaw:
Area I Recruit Ind >ctrlaation 9i
Area H Military Training SS
Area in Seamanship SI
Area IV Ordnance and Gunnery; Small Arms SI
Area V Pbyaical Training, Personal Hygiene,
and First Aid 90
Area VI JMorning uarters. P ^blication o{ Ordera*
Per* o»nnel ^specticns , Bag Inapectione,
Coinpetiti 'n»» Parades W9
Area VII Administrative Requirements S4









MuuMi 1* Aircrait Familiariatatioa: 49
1. Ii^r>^ductiofi 4
2. Saf«ty Precauti <a» 4
i« iMiA Ba»«d PlaiMS It
4. S«a Manes 4
5. Cockpit Checki^ut and otartlaf EMflaaa U
4« X«c«gaitin>n 7
Pba»« n. Survival aad Emargaacy Equipment: 22
I, X^pinent !•
2« Survival 5
3. Aircraft Fire Flgbtlag 7




4. Hand To ts 74
1^. biterph nes 2
6. Aircraft GuMiery 7
I%ase IV, Aviatian Rate FamiliariKatioa: 44
I, Individual Aviation Rates,
Discussion >l each c4 iZ Ratiagg S 1/3
TOTAL 320
The s^bava curriculum represents a re capitulati >n of the basia
curriculum as presented km ^'Course .->f Study iot Airman School,
(Class P)'% fttblished by the Naval Air Technical Training Cttater





ALLOTMENT OF TIME FOR RE0UCED iXNCTfiS OF RECRUIT
TRAOfSNO






















XiUrodaction t;j Life in the Navy
Navy Rank* and Ratings and
Nttval Trainiacs Juducatioaal
OppoHuaity la tiie l«avy
Pay, AUolitients and Insurance
Religioue Life in the Navy
Naval Customs aad Courtesies
Naval Discifdiiae and tine Articles
lor tibe Ooverament of tiM Navy
Cltiaeaship






ladoctriaatiLcm Review aad Test


















Topic 1. Types, Characteristics aad Parts
ol Skip* and Naval ^raseology 6
Topic 2. Clipboard Orgaaiaatlon 2
Topic 3. Mariiaspike Seaiianship 4
Topic 4. Deck Gear, Anchoring aad Moor-
ing, Steering and Souadlag 6
Topic S. General Drills $
Topic 6. batches 2
Topic 7. Deck ieamanehip 3
Topic 8. Cleaalag, Upkeep oi Equipment,
aad Paiatiag 4
Topic 9. Visual Signaling 1
Topic 10. Lookout aad Telephone Talking S
Topic 11. Soamaaship Firefif^bliag 10























AlUSA tV Or4aai»:c aiad GuiuMbry *nd Small
Ajftsk* Training
To{>ic I. SmtSI Arms Trainittg 2Nf 21
To^lc 2* $V3t Caliber Gun t 1
Topic 5. S Ae Caliber I.aadi»g Drill I
T<^c 4. Tlia 4d mm aa4 ZQ 8M» Oimm I 1
T^pi/c $. A»«RHttittd«, AauawMittiatt Band
ling mod Safety Precautions 2 1
Ta|»ic 6. Uee a^ Care >f the Cae Ma«k i 9
Taf»ic 7. Ordaaaca Achiavemeat Test i
iUUCA V Fbrsical Training. First Aid.
aad PlifSical Hygiene $0 45
Topic 1. £%yaical Training Aetlvitia* 30 25
Topic 2. Swimmlas and Sea Survival Id 10
T<)pic 5. Pers<r»nal Hygiene 5 S
Topic 4. First Aid % 5
AREA VX lian^Ag Quarters, Publication
of Ovdars, Ptrscmnel bispec
tions , Bag fisspactlofts « ' Com
petitions and Parades $9 §0
AUBA VU Administrative Requiremei^s 34 34
I. FormUm Incomiag Recruits into
Compaidas
U AdiY^inistering Classilication Test
and Intervievs S §
m. Fksal Aclnieirssnaat Testa S 3
IV. MiseelUmaoiui AdmtAlstrative
Raqiiiremeats 2^ 26
AB£A vm. Basic 0»«|ttti>nal Traiaiag 9 iO
Topic 1. Basic Fttadamafttals 4 Ratiag
Grtiup 9 30
Topic 2. Safety Precautions 9 19
Topic 1. Hisnd Tools 9 19
(Instruction within this area can
vary according to the rating group
Engineers codd have fire room

IS8
procedures mU: . Avialiaa would
have Q^^meticlftture, rating »chool«
and practical work* etc. isubjecte
ed Ixietntctlon ia this area 8hi;)uld
be the subject of separate study.)
COMPAHT COMAiAHDEE* S REVIEW PERIODS U U
TOTAi. 492 402
TIm allatmei^ of time to the veric»ua mabji&eUt to the
Atcruit Curriculum, as proposed herein is based on the Table
oC Time Allotments for reduced lengths ol Recruit Training as
given ia "Curriculttm far Recruit Training , HAVPERS fei03.
Restricted, Pri|^red by Standards and Curriculum Section,
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